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LA FORZA DELL’UE STA IN UN’ACCORTA AUTOLIMITAZIONE
* 

 

 
 

di Dieter Grimm
** 

 
SOMMARIO: 1. Introduzione. – 2. Il deficit di rappresentatività del Parlamento europeo. – 3. Cambiamenti sostanziali senza 

modifiche dei Trattati. – 4. La “costituzionalizzazione” dei Trattati. – 5. Lo scardinamento indiretto degli standard 
nazionali. – 6. L’autonomizzazione dei poteri esecutivo e giudiziario. – 7. Quanto sono forti i legàmi? 

 
 

1. Introduzione.  
 

e si cercano delle soluzioni per i problemi di legittimazione dell’Unione europea, le 

maggiori speranze poggiano sul Parlamento. Se gli venissero attribuite le competenze 

di cui solitamente sono dotati i parlamenti nazionali, tale organo, eletto dai cittadini 

dell’Unione, si porrebbe al centro dell’UE conferendole, si sostiene, la legittimazione 

democratica finora mancante. L’elezione di Jean-Claude Juncker alla presidenza della 

Commissione viene festeggiata, poiché ci si sente un passo più vicini alla meta. Juncker era il 

candidato designato dall’alleanza dei partiti che hanno vinto le elezioni, e il Consiglio, cui 

spetta il potere di proposta, di malavoglia si è mostrato disposto a nominarlo. Se era questo 

l’obiettivo perseguito presentando per la prima volta alle elezioni europee dei candidati di 

punta, i conti erano giusti. Ma di certo non è stato raggiunto il secondo obiettivo, ossia 

rendere l’elezione più appetibile attraverso la personalizzazione. L’affluenza alle urne, anche 

in presenza di candidati di punta, è stata modesta come in passato. 

La parlamentarizzazione dell’Unione europea, d’altronde, potrebbe risolvere il problema 

della legittimazione soltanto se la causa di questo deficit fosse effettivamente nella carente 

dotazione di competenze del Parlamento. Se però il motivo fosse da ricercarsi altrove, questa 

terapia non funzionerebbe. Pertanto non si può dare semplicemente per scontato che 

un’eventuale parlamentarizzazione dell’UE sarebbe un successo. Infatti, è difficile concepire 

una democrazia senza parlamenti liberamente eletti e dotati di sufficienti competenze. Tali 

caratteristiche però di per sé possono soddisfare i requisiti richiesti  per un governo 

democratico solamente da un punto di vista formale. La democraticità di una comunità, 

anche sul piano sostanziale, invece, dipende da una serie di ulteriori presupposti. Soltanto 

tenendo conto di tali presupposti è possibile chiarire se la parlamentarizzazione del sistema 

di governo europeo porterà all’esito desiderato. 

Primo tra tali presupposti è che il Parlamento sia sufficientemente rappresentativo della società 

che esso governa, così da conferire legittimità alle decisioni vincolanti per la comunità. Ciò 

risulta difficile oggi per quasi tutti i parlamenti nelle società fortemente individualizzate del 

mondo occidentale, dove si indeboliscono legami tradizionali di famiglia, chiesa, classe 

sociale e contesto locale, dove il diffuso pluralismo dei valori favorisce l’astensionismo 
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elettorale, mentre al contempo diviene facile organizzare proteste ad hoc contro determinate 

decisioni politiche. C’è poco da fare contro simili tendenze del tempo. Permane la necessità 

di una legittimazione, e diviene più ardua la sua realizzazione. Certamente l’UE non è esente 

da questi problemi. Anzi, occorre aggiungere anche il problema della frammentazione 

nazionale, con la conseguente tendenza a misurare il valore dell’integrazione europea 

prevalentemente in base a quella che è l’utilità attesa per il proprio paese. 
 

 

2. Il deficit di rappresentatività del Parlamento europeo. 

 

Nell’UE, però, la situazione risulta oltremodo complicata, giacché il sistema elettorale 

aumenta la frammentazione nazionale, anziché attenuarla. Di conseguenza la 

rappresentatività del Parlamento europeo non raggiunge quella dei parlamenti nazionali. La 

scarsa affluenza alle urne, a tale proposito, rappresenta solo apparentemente la chiave del 

problema. Più rilevante appare il fatto che le elezioni europee non siano europeizzate. Gli 

Stati membri votano separatamente per eleggere nel Parlamento dei contingenti nazionali, 

che non corrispondono all’estensione demografica dei loro paesi. Il voto, inoltre, è regolato 

della normativa elettorale nazionale: si vanno ad eleggere solamente partiti nazionali che 

incentrano la campagna elettorale su temi nazionali. Questi partiti però non appaiono affatto 

come soggetti attivi nel Parlamento europeo, nel quale invece sono attivi i partiti europei, 

ovvero alleanze di partiti nazionali ideologicamente affini che, però, non hanno radici nella 

società.  

I partiti europei non possono ottemperare al loro ruolo di mediatori tra i cittadini 

dell’Unione e gli organi europei giacché non stanno a contatto con gli elettori, né devono 

rendere loro conto. I partiti nazionali, invece, non sono in grado di assicurare in modo 

credibile che il programma da loro promosso sarà adottato, dopo le elezioni, dai gruppi del 

Parlamento europeo. In Europa appare difatti interrotto il nesso, imprescindibile per la 

democrazia, tra elezioni e lavoro del Parlamento, tra delega e responsabilità. I partiti 

nazionali per i quali si può votare non sono determinanti nell’operato del Parlamento, 

mentre i partiti europei che determinano l’operato del Parlamento non sono eleggibili. Anche 

la designazione di candidati di punta, pertanto, intesa come soluzione per conferire maggiore 

democraticità alle istituzioni, promette più di quanto non possa mantenere. 

Molti, tuttavia, sperano in una maggiore affluenza alle urne e nella formazione di partiti 

europei una volta che il Parlamento europeo fosse dotato di un novero di competenze pari a 

quelle dei parlamenti nazionali. Non vi è tuttavia nessuna evidenza al riguardo. Guardando a 

ciò che è avvenuto finora, dovremmo concludere, anzi, che quanto maggiori sono le 

competenze all’Europarlamento, tanto minore è la percentuale di cittadini dell’Unione che si 

recano alle urne. Ma anche se la previsione si rivelasse corretta, non tutti i problemi 

sarebbero comunque superati. Il processo democratico certo non si esaurisce nelle elezioni. I 

parlamenti eletti, al contrario, possono assolvere la loro funzione democratica soltanto se 

radicati nelle società che rappresentano, accogliendo le rispettive opinioni, gli interessi, i 
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bisogni e facendoli valere nell’ambito del processo decisionale politico tra un’elezione e 

l’altra. Se questo accada o meno, non dipende tanto dalle competenze, quanto 

dall’incardinamento del Parlamento in un vivace dibattito pubblico, impensabile peraltro 

senza adeguati mezzi di comunicazione. L’UE è alquanto distante da tutto questo. 
 

 

3. Cambiamenti sostanziali senza modifiche dei Trattati. 

 

In secondo luogo, il parlamento eletto deve anche condizionare le decisioni politiche. Oggi 

invece gran parte dei parlamenti degli stati democratici si trovano a fronteggiare un 

progressivo ridimensionamento del loro ruolo. Cala la fiducia degli elettori nelle loro 

rappresentanze, e nonostante vi siano tutte le competenze, nel rapporto tra gli organi il peso 

si sposta dal potere legislativo verso quello esecutivo e giudiziario. La tecnicizzazione e 

l’internazionalizzazione della politica fanno il gioco dei governi, sostituendo discussioni e 

decisioni con accordi e negoziazioni. Sarebbe sorprendente se il Parlamento dell’UE venisse 

risparmiato dalle conseguenze di tali sviluppi. Nell’UE il problema si acuisce ulteriormente 

per via della maggiore autonomia delle istanze esecutive e giudiziarie - Commissione e Corte 

di giustizia dell’Unione europea (CGUE) – rispetto ai processi democratici in atto sia negli 

Stati membri sia nella stessa UE.  

Non era questo l’intento nel progetto originario di integrazione europea. Le decisioni sugli 

indirizzi da seguire per l’Europa, così come la legislazione europea, erano unicamente in 

mano al Consiglio, in cui erano rappresentati gli Stati membri, e che doveva decidere 

all’unanimità. Nessuno Stato membro era pertanto tenuto al rispetto di atti normativi che 

non avesse prima approvato. La Commissione e la Corte di Giustizia avevano solamente il 

compito di dare attuazione alle norme approvate dagli Stati membri, non quello di creare 

diritto. Il fabbisogno di democraticità in Europa, in tali circostanze, veniva completamente 

soddisfatto dagli Stati membri, che erano di per sé democratici. Per legittimare gli atti 

normativi europei, bastava la partecipazione popolare a livello degli stati nazionali. Il 

Parlamento europeo non era lì per conferire legittimazione, ma aveva funzioni soltanto 

consultive.  

Nel corso del tempo sono sopravvenuti due cambiamenti fondamentali a questo proposito. 

Uno si è verificato nel 1986, dopo anni di stagnazione sul piano politico europeo, con l’Atto 

unico europeo che consentiva al Consiglio di decidere a maggioranza. Sin d’allora è possibile 

che uno stato membro sia soggetto ad una norma che questi non ha approvato, che forse ha 

perfino espressamente respinto nell’ambito del processo democratico nazionale. La catena di 

legittimazione che dal popolo nazionale, attraverso il governo nazionale, arriva all’UE restava 

intatto soltanto con riguardo ai Trattati, mentre si interrompeva per il diritto secondario. Si 

creava in tal modo un vuoto di legittimazione che a livello nazionale non era possibile 

colmare. Il secondo cambiamento, antecedente a questo, non si è fondato sulla stipulazione 

di un Trattato tra gli Stati membri, ma su alcune sentenze della CGUE, la quale nel 1963 

aveva dichiarato i Trattati europei direttamente applicabili negli Stati membri, facendo sì che 
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i soggetti del mercato potessero pretenderne l’applicazione da parte dei loro Stati. Nel 1964 

seguì la decisione di conferire ad essi il primato rispetto al diritto nazionale.  
 

 

4. La “costituzionalizzazione” dei Trattati. 

 

Tale interpretazione non poteva evincersi dal testo dei Trattati europei. È stata la CGUE 

stessa ad aprirsi la via per giungere a queste conclusioni, attraverso una decisione preliminare 

attinente alla teoria e metodologia del diritto. I Trattati europei non farebbero parte, secondo 

questa visione, del diritto internazionale ordinario ma avrebbero istituito un ordinamento 

giuridico autonomo. Pertanto non dovrebbero essere interpretati come trattati di diritto 

internazionale (orientati alla volontà delle parti contraenti e interpretati in maniera restrittiva 

laddove limitassero la loro sovranità), ma al pari del diritto nazionale, vale a dire secondo 

quello che è il loro scopo oggettivo, indipendente dalla volontà degli stati. A ragione, tali 

sentenze vengono considerate rivoluzionarie. Senza di esse, l’UE sarebbe forse tuttora 

un’organizzazione internazionale tra le altre, certo dotata di maggiori competenze e di un 

organigramma più complesso – ma non sarebbe quella singolare ibridazione che si colloca 

tra l’organizzazione internazionale e lo stato federale che essa da allora costituisce.  

La consapevolezza del fatto che con l’Atto unico europeo del 1986 si fosse creato un vuoto di 

legittimazione ha portato, a partire dal Trattato di Maastricht, ad una progressiva 

valorizzazione del Parlamento europeo. Eletto dai cittadini degli Stati membri sin dal 1979, 

esso era stato reso partecipe della legislazione, benché non avesse gli stessi poteri del 

Consiglio. In tal modo alla legittimazione eteronoma, acquisita attraverso i processi 

democratici in atto negli Stati membri, si aggiungeva una legittimazione endogena europea 

che partiva dal Parlamento. Di contro, passò invece ampiamente inosservato il fatto che 

anche le due sentenze citate riguardano in qualche modo il deficit democratico europeo. 

Esse vengono abitualmente associate alla storia dei successi, e ciò a ragione, indubbiamente, 

per quanto riguarda l’integrazione, ma non per quanto riguarda la legittimazione e 

l’accettazione (akzeptanz) delle conseguenze. I cittadini degli Stati membri e le loro 

rappresentanze non erano stati consultati al riguardo né avevano avuto la possibilità di 

inserirsi nel dibattito.  

Tale dinamica è stata illustrata dal giurista americano Joseph Weiler, che ha interpretato le 

due sentenze menzionate come l’avvio della “costituzionalizzazione” dei Trattati, nel senso 

che i trattati di diritto internazionale si sono trasformati, dal punto di vista funzionale, in una 

Costituzione. Ne hanno beneficiato in primo luogo le quattro libertà fondamentali 

economiche contenute nei Trattati - la libertà di circolazione delle merci, dei servizi, dei 

capitali e dei lavoratori. Intese in origine come misure oggettive per adeguare il diritto 

nazionale al Mercato comune, divennero a quel punto diritti soggettivi dei partecipanti al 

mercato, invocabili davanti ai tribunali nazionali. Il diritto nazionale, laddove entrava in 

collisione con le libertà economiche e con la loro concretizzazione nei Trattati, perdeva 

automaticamente la sua applicabilità, mentre la CGUE si riservava di chiarire gli eventuali 
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dubbi sulla sussistenza di collisioni. Per decidere riguardo alla compatibilità i tribunali 

nazionali dovevano passare le pratiche a Lussemburgo. 
 

 

5. Lo scardinamento indiretto degli standard nazionali. 

 

In seguito a questa giurisprudenza venne meno la necessità dei parlamenti, sia quelli 

nazionali sia quello europeo, per creare il Mercato comune. La Commissione e la CGUE 

potevano svolgere tale compito da sé. Era sufficiente negare l’applicabilità del diritto 

nazionale laddove, a loro avviso, esso ostacolasse la libera circolazione economica. Accanto 

alla via diretta dell’integrazione attraverso accordi politici tra gli Stati membri esisteva ora una 

via indiretta attraverso l’interpretazione dei Trattati da parte della CGUE. La Corte di 

giustizia percorse questa via con zelo quasi missionario, ampliando i divieti di 

discriminazione dei concorrenti esteri e trasformandoli in divieti di regolamentazione, in 

quanto pressoché ogni regolamentazione nazionale poteva essere intesa come un ostacolo 

all’accesso al mercato. Il divieto degli aiuti di Stato distorsivi del mercato fu esteso dalle 

imprese private alle istituzioni pubbliche di interesse generale, favorendo la privatizzazione, 

indipendentemente dalla motivazione che sollecitava lo svolgimento di compiti pubblici.  

Gli Stati membri in tal modo hanno perso progressivamente la possibilità di imporre non 

soltanto i propri standard in materia di sicurezza dei prodotti, di tutela dei consumatori, di 

sicurezza sul posto di lavoro ecc., ma anche la propria visione della ripartizione delle 

funzioni tra Mercato e Stato. E non avevano modo di difendersi da tale perdita di 

competenze. Il motivo risiede anche qui nella costituzionalizzazione dei Trattati. Ciò che è 

regolamentato a livello costituzionale si sottrae alla regolamentazione politica. Neppure 

l’esito delle elezioni vi influisce. Le decisioni di Commissione e CGUE, benché 

estremamente politiche nei loro effetti, dal punto di vista giuridico erano attuative della 

Costituzione. Seguivano modalità apolitiche – attraverso l’amministrazione e la giustizia - e 

essendo dotate di rango costituzionale erano al contempo immuni da correzioni legislative. 

Le istanze politiche e democraticamente legittimate degli Stati membri e dell’UE si trovavano 

fuori gioco. Fin dove c’erano i Trattati, i meccanismi democratici non erano in grado di 

intervenire.  

Le dimensioni di tale spostamento degli equilibri si comprendono soltanto mettendo a 

confronto i Trattati europei con le costituzioni. Le costituzioni solitamente regolamentano il 

processo di decisione politica, mentre le decisioni stesse sono riservate alla politica 

democratica, di modo che l’esito delle elezioni possa influirvi. I Trattati invece decidono 

direttamente da sé. Sono colmi di regole che abitualmente si trovano non nella Costituzione 

ma nelle leggi. È così che si spiegano le ampie dimensioni dei Trattati. In forza di questa 

costituzionalizzazione, ora, anche l’interpretazione di tali regole attraverso la Commissione e 

la CGUE diviene interpretazione costituzionale. Anche nel caso in cui gli organi politici, il 

Consiglio e il Parlamento, ritenessero l’interpretazione non distante dalle loro intenzioni 

come parti contraenti, resta negata a essi ogni correzione attraverso modifiche legislative. 
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L’unico intervento efficace resterebbe la modifica dei Trattati, assai difficile da realizzare per 

simili fini.  
 

 

6. L’autonomizzazione dei poteri esecutivo e giudiziario. 

 

Tuttavia, la Commissione e la CGUE possono soltanto negare l’applicabilità del diritto 

nazionale. Non possono invece colmare da sé, attraverso il diritto europeo, i vuoti di 

regolamentazione inferti in tal modo al diritto nazionale. Lo può fare soltanto il legislatore 

europeo: inizialmente il solo Consiglio, coadiuvato successivamente dal Parlamento europeo. 

Indubbiamente è più difficile creare leggi europee che annientare le leggi nazionali. Per 

annientare le normative nazionali basta un tratto di penna, mentre la legislazione europea 

richiede l’iniziativa della Commissione, nonché una decisione del Consiglio e l’approvazione 

da parte del Parlamento europeo. Fritz Scharpf ha descritto tale situazione come asimmetria 

tra integrazione negativa (mediante l’eliminazione di normative  nazionali) e integrazione 

positiva (mediante regolamentazione europea). Tale asimmetria ha determinato nella 

giurisprudenza un orientamento che va fondamentalmente nel senso della liberalizzazione, in 

contrasto con gli obblighi dello stato sociale vigenti nella maggior parte degli Stati membri.  

Qui sta la radice essenziale del problema democratico europeo. Le istituzioni esecutive e 

giudiziarie dell’UE, la Commissione e la CGUE, si sono autonomizzate sganciandosi dai 

processi democratici in atto sia negli Stati membri sia nell’UE stessa. Prendono decisioni di 

massima rilevanza politica ricorrendo a modalità apolitiche, e con la costituzionalizzazione 

dei Trattati sono divenuti immuni da un’inversione della loro prassi per vie politiche. Sono 

più indipendenti e più libere di ogni potere esecutivo e giudiziario sul piano nazionale. Una 

parlamentarizzazione dell’UE lascerebbe questa situazione esattamente tale qual’è. Il 

Parlamento è fuori gioco nella misura in cui il diritto europeo si costituzionalizza. Una 

valorizzazione del Parlamento non cambierebbe neppure minimamente l’autonomizzazione 

delle istanze esecutive e giudiziarie dell’UE.  

In terzo luogo, un parlamento deve essere in grado di soddisfare la necessità di legittimazione 

democratica propria di ogni unità politica. Se anche le competenze del Parlamento europeo 

venissero ampliate sul modello dei parlamenti nazionali, esso sarebbe in grado di farlo? 

Osservato come processo isolato, il rafforzamento del Parlamento europeo, mediante 

l’attribuzione di competenze pari a quelle dei parlamenti nazionali, appare come un 

rafforzamento della democrazia europea. Ciò, tuttavia, non può essere valutato isolatamente, 

in quanto il rafforzamento di un organo avviene sempre a scapito di altri organi, e occorre 

tener conto anche del contributo di questi ultimi alla legittimazione democratica dell’UE. Di 

fatto, la proposta di rafforzare il Parlamento si inserisce per lo più nell’ambito di più ampi 

progetti di riforma dell’UE. La Commissione, in tale contesto, verrebbe valorizzata per 

divenire simile ad un Governo –  parlamentare – dell’Europa, mentre il Consiglio verrebbe 

declassato ad una seconda Camera del Parlamento. 
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Si tratta del modello dello stato federale, e difatti il progetto dell’UE si avvicinerebbe 

fortemente a quello di uno Stato; un modello che, ai sensi della sentenza Lisbona di 

Karlsruhe, la Repubblica federale di Germania non potrebbe perseguire. Ma 

indipendentemente da ciò resta comunque un dubbio riguardo all’idoneità di questo progetto 

quando si tratti di risolvere il problema della legittimazione europea. Difatti dobbiamo 

considerare che le cause del deficit democratico europeo stanno non tanto nei presupposti 

istituzionali, quanto in quelli sociali della democrazia, sui quali però le riforme previste non 

incidono affatto. Il Parlamento avrebbe maggiori competenze, ma resterebbe distante come 

prima dalle sue basi nella società. Il tutto andrebbe a scapito del Consiglio, inteso sia come 

Consiglio europeo dei Capi di Stato e di Governo, sia come Consiglio dei ministri. Al primo 

si ricorrerebbe soltanto in quanto organo competente per le modifiche dei Trattati (molti 

vorrebbero togliergli anche questa competenza trasferendola nelle mani dell’UE). Il secondo 

resterebbe come legislatore “junior”, senza influenza sul personale e sulle finanze.  

Essendo però il Consiglio l’unico organo europeo che rappresenta gli interessi degli Stati 

membri, i quali hanno fondato l’UE perseguire determinati obiettivi comuni, l’UE 

diverrebbe in questa maniera ancora più autonoma rispetto agli Stati membri. Il continuum 

della legittimazione passerebbe per altre strade. Il continuum che muove dagli Stati membri 

verrebbe contratto, e si tratta di quello che in origine era l’unico apporto di legittimazione 

per l’UE, e che tutt’oggi resta comunque il più importante, considerando che il Consiglio 

europeo è l’unico organo previsto per le grandi decisioni di indirizzo, mentre il Consiglio dei 

ministri è il principale legislatore. Dal momento che i governi degli Stati membri verrebbero 

marginalizzati, il fatto che essi a casa loro siano democraticamente legittimati, controllati e 

vincolati all’esito delle elezioni, non servirebbe più, se non, forse, in misura limitata, a 

conferire legittimazione democratica all’UE. Il peso della legittimazione democratica dell’UE 

graverebbe quasi esclusivamente sul Parlamento europeo.  

Detto con una formula sintetica, l’UE passerebbe da una legittimazione eteronoma, 

attraverso gli Stati membri democraticamente legittimati, ad una legittimazione endogena 

attraverso il Parlamento europeo. È dunque da chiedersi se l’UE possieda sufficienti risorse 

per una legittimazione endogena. A tale proposito occorre tener conto di quanto detto prima 

sui presupposti sociali di una democrazia attiva, che appaiono poco sviluppati o del tutto 

mancati in Europa. Il Parlamento europeo dovrebbe assumersi il peso della legittimazione 

senza poter realmente fungere da mediatore tra i cittadini dell’Unione e gli organi europei. La 

conclusione non può che essere che l’UE nel prossimo futuro continuerà a dipendere dalla 

legittimazione conferitagli indirettamente degli Stati membri, nei quali i presupposti per una 

democrazia funzionante, benché lungi dall’essere ideali, sono decisamente migliori che 

nell’UE. 

Il bilancio della democrazia pertanto è tale che l’UE dopo una piena parlamentarizzazione si 

presenterebbe più debole di prima. I problemi di legittimazione si inasprirebbero anziché 

risolversi. Ciò non esclude un ulteriore rafforzamento del Parlamento, che con riguardo al 

Consiglio potrebbe fare da contrappeso alla supremazia degli interessi nazionali, e, con 

riguardo alla Commissione, potrebbe controbilanciare le tendenze tecnocratiche e liberali. A 

tal fine, però, il mezzo migliore non consiste anzitutto nell’estensione delle competenze del 
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Parlamento, quanto in un rafforzamento della sua rappresentatività. In questo senso risulta 

decisiva l’europeizzazione delle elezioni europee e la fondazione di veri partiti europei, che 

entrino in contatto con la società, che si presentino alle elezioni con programmi europei e 

che poi convoglino le opinioni e gli interessi europei dei loro elettori nel processo decisionale 

che si svolge a Bruxelles.  
 

 

7. Quanto sono forti i legàmi? 

 

E’ ancora più importante, però, porre fine all’emancipazione della Commissione e della 

CGUE dai processi democratici che si svolgono nell’UE e negli Stati membri. Giacché l’UE 

anche in futuro dipenderà dall’apporto di legittimazione degli Stati membri, essa dovrà 

sviluppare un interesse proprio affinché la democrazia interna degli Stati membri rimanga 

forte, anziché svuotarla attraverso continue limitazioni di competenza. L’unica via per 

mettere fine a tale emancipazione è limitare il contenuto dei Trattati ai profili costituzionali, 

ovvero ai fini, alle competenze, agli organi e alle procedure dell’UE, nonché ai diritti 

fondamentali europei. Le ampie disposizioni sulle politiche dell’UE invece dovrebbero essere 

declassate al rango di norme di diritto ordinario, affinché nell’UE diventi possibile ciò che è 

possibile in ogni Stato democratico, vale a dire modificare il corso giurisprudenziale pro futuro 

attraverso la politica, attraverso una modifica della legislazione. 

Un’UE riorganizzata in questo modo, se non altro, farebbe meno fatica a acquistare la 

fiducia dei cittadini dell’Unione. Essi potrebbero maturare la sensazione di incidere sul 

processo di integrazione europea, anche se, presumibilmente, l’UE non si trasformerebbe 

nella loro patria, perché non si creerebbe un legame emozionale pari a quello che esiste con 

gli stati. L’UE non può sostituire gli stati nazionali ma resta un’associazione creata per lo 

svolgimento di compiti che, in un mondo globalizzato, gli stati non sono più in grado di 

svolgere efficacemente. 

É questa la sua principale e forte legittimazione. Senza l’UE la frattura tra il raggio d’azione 

degli attori economici globali, da un lato, e quello della politica, dall’altro, sarebbe molto 

maggiore di quanto non sia oggi. Quest’altro genere di legittimazione è sufficiente per 

sostenere un’associazione di scopo tra stati. Il tentativo da parte dell’UE di reindirizzare a 

suo favore il legame che sussiste tra i cittadini e i loro stati appare invece inutile. Farebbe 

bene a sgravarsi di questo compito accettando la propria limitatezza. 
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Preface. 

 
 

James K. Galbraith** 

1. Professor James Galbraith, of the University of Texas at Austin and member of Italy’s prestigious 

Accademia dei Lincei, received from an Italian colleague a copy of my essay “The ‘Truth’ about Europe and 

the Euro.” Professor Galbraith, whom I have never met personally, has sent me a brief preface in which he 

characterizes my theses as “astonishing” but, in conclusion, carrying “the awful ring of truth.” At my 

venerable age (I’ll be 92 on the 15th of November), such a judgment can only be a source of pride. 

In the meantime, the essay has been included in a short volume entitled “The Citizens of Europe and the 

Crisis of the Euro” (Naples, Editoriale Scientifica, 2014). I hope Professor Galbraith will not take 

umbrage if I use his preface to introduce “The ‘Truth’ – A Second Essay”. 

rofessor Giuseppe Guarino, a distinguished legal scholar, has written an astonishing 

short book. 

His case, in one word, is that the Eurozone violates European law. It exists, in its 

present form, outside the constitutional framework of the European treaties. A situation that 

results from a fundamental fraud. 

An astonishing claim. 

The evidence lies in the Single European Act and the Treaty of Maastricht, the latter of 

which defined the objectives of Union, to be pursued by national governments: 

“harmonious and balanced development of economic activities, sustainable and non-inflationary growth 

respecting the environment, a high degree of convergence of economic performance, a high level of employment 

and of social protection, the raising of the standard of living and quality of life, and economic and social 

cohesion and solidarity among Member States.” 

                                                           
* Socio della Accademia dei Lincei; Professore Emerito Università “La Sapienza” di Roma  
** Foreign Member of Accademia dei Lincei – Moral, Historical and Philological Sciences; Former Executive Director, Joint 
Economic Committee, Congress of the United States.  Professor and Chair, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, 
University of Texas at Austin. 
Socio Straniero dell’Accademia dei Lincei - Classe di Scienze Morali, Storiche e Filologiche. Formerly Executive Director, 
Joint Economic Committee, Congress of the United States.  Professor and Chair, Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public 
Affairs, The University of Texas at Austin 

P 
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Yet the actual course of the Eurozone was never to be determined by these provisions.  It 

was set, instead, by Regulation 1466/97,  promulgated July 7, 1997, which requires: 

“the medium-term objective for the budgetary position of close to balance or in surplus and the adjustment 

path towards this objective for the general government surplus/deficit and the expected path of the general 

government debt ratio”. 

Regulation 1466/97 deprives every Eurozone government of the right, supposed to have 

been guaranteed under the Maastricht Treaty, of exercising its sovereign powers to set 

economic policy. And the result? Two decades of depression with no end in sight. 

The origins of the regulation are obscure. The timing suggests that this obscurity may not 

have been accidental. Thus a first task is for competent authority – such as possessed in 

principle by the European Parliament – to investigate impartially and in full. 

Then the question arises: what to do about an illegal Act? The treaties are the constitution of 

Europe. An enactment in violation of a constitution is null and void. The Euro, brought into 

existence under false premises, is therefore itself a false entity. It is not the currency called 

for under the Treaties. It follows that to reframe the Euro would be an affirmation, not a 

violation, of the treaties of European Union. 

Professor Guarino’s call, therefore, is for sovereign European States to reintroduce the Euro 

under the generous and humane terms of the Treaties, repudiating the coup of 1997 and 

reclaiming their democratic rights in the economic sphere. Let Italy, Spain, Greece and 

Portugal take the lead in this matter, to be joined in due course by France. 

It’s an astonishing proposition. But it carries the air of necessity,  backed by an argument 

with the awful ring of truth.  

2. This essay – which I have entitled “The ‘Truth’ about Europe and the Euro – A  Second 

Essay” – supplements its predecessor, found here as an appendix. 

 

 

1. The Euro, a new currency unborn. 

 

3. The 1st of January 1999 is the date fixed by the Treaty on European Union (the Treaty 

of Maastricht, or TEU) for the launch of the euro as the EU’s single currency. My thesis is 

simple: the launch of the euro, as governed by the TEU, never took place. what has been 

applied in its stead, since 1 March 1999, is Regulation 1466/97, whose content clashes 

stridently with the Treaty. Since January 1999 – for fifteen years, that is – the Union has had 

three different treaties: the TEU (Maastricht), in effect from 1 November 1993; the Treaty 

of Amsterdam, from 12 May 1999, and the Treaty of Lisbon on the Functioning of the 

European Union, from 1 December 1999. But in lieu of the three treaties, what has actually 

been in effect is Regulation 1466/97 (and two successors, Regulations 1055/2005 and 

1175/2011) plus an anomalous act, the “Fiscal Compact,” a self-proclaimed international 

treaty. The Compact has been followed by a series of other, equally anomalous, acts. 
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4. The rules laid down in the TEU (Maastricht, Articles 102A, 103, 104C), confirmed in 

full by its two successor treaties (Amsterdam, Articles 98, 99, 104; Lisbon , Articles 120, 121, 

126) were directed to economic growth. The objective of growth was assigned to the 

member states, which were to attain it each enacting its own economic policy and borrowing 

pursuant to Article 104C of the TEU (Amsterdam Article 104, Lisbon Article 126). 

 Regulation 1466 and its successors introduced a Stability and Growth Pact, replacing the 

objective of growth with a mandatory result, namely medium-term budget balance. The 

achievement of a balanced budget is an obligation upon every member state. 

 The TEU, in Protocol 6 and Articles 109J and 109K, laid down rules for a transitional 

phase to achieve “sustainable growth” and “a high degree of convergence” in economic 

performance among the states that would qualify for the euro. A deviation from the average 

of the three best-performing member states was allowed: up to 2 percentage points for the 

interest rate on long-term government bonds and 1.5 points for inflation. Once Stage III 

began, the member states were all to act under the spur of the external constraint of 

competition. Each was to do its best, making the most of the special productive factors, 

human and natural resources in its possession. The Union was to represent a community of 

some 500 million citizens, making it the world’s third-largest behind China and India; its 

economic wealth would be equal to that of the United States. A reasonable prediction, based 

on independent economic policy in the member states and the power to borrow guaranteed 

by Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the TEU, was that the Union would enjoy sustained 

GDP growth of between 2 and 3 percent. 

 

 

2. The stability and growth pact. 

 

5. None of this came to pass. The Treaty provisions relating to the currency never went 

into force. The reference values of 3 percent of GDP for the annual deficit and 60 percent 

for the public debt were never put into practice. The rule that should have been enforced, in 

any case, was Article 104C of the TEU. But like its counterparts in the Amsterdam and 

Lisbon treaties (Articles 104 and 126 respectively), it was never applied. In lieu of the Treaty, 

the Stability and Growth Pact introduced by Regulation 1466/97 (with its two successor 

regulations 1055/2005 and 1175/2011) was imposed, followed by the so-called Fiscal 

Compact. 

 The Pact imposed upon member states, retroactively, a general obligation, namely the 

achievement of budgetary balance in the medium term. Their deviations from budgetary 

balance as of 1 January 1999 had been ascertained on 3 May 1998. Most budgets were not in 

surplus, with deficits of varying magnitudes. Economic growth is the fruit of two elements: 

the presence of unutilized or underutilized productive factors and the availability of 

sufficient resources to put them to use. In January 1999 the member states whose budgets 

were not in balance all had some unutilized productive factors. The extent of these factors 

could be inferred from the present and probable future numbers of the unemployed, of 
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firms driven out of business, of uncompleted, hence partly unutilized, public and private 

infrastructures, and so on. The Pact would ban borrowing until the budget was brought into 

balance or unexpected productive factors arose. Thus there would be no matching of factors 

with resources. The Pact would not produce growth. 

 This would be shown by the GDP statistics for the three main countries in the 

Eurozone between 1999 and 2009. A ranking of the world’s slowest-growing countries 

during that decade (Pocket World in Figures, published by The Economist, 2012, p. 30) put Italy 

at fourth-worst (annual average growth of 0.4 percent), Germany eighth (average of 0.8 

percent) and France seventeenth (1.4 percent). The same source (p. 46) ranked the worst 

performers in industrial output for the decade: Italy fourth-worst (average annual 

contraction of 1.7 percent), Germany eighth (-1.2 percent) and France thirteenth 0.5%. 

 For the four decades from 1950 to 1990, according to homogenous data from 

Maddison, France, Germany and Italy had annual average GDP growth rates of 3.86, 4.05 

and 4.36 percent respectively. In the six years prior to 1991 (not counting, that is, the year of 

German unification), the rates were 2.612, 2.09 and 2.72 percent. During the six years of 

economic convergence under Protocol 6 of the TEU, they were 1.78, 1.54 and 1.27 percent. 

In 1998, the three countries grew by 3.6, 2.0 and 1.4 percent. The collapse of growth did not 

set in until 1999, the date on which the balanced-budget obligation went into effect. 

 

 

3. Widespread anemia, what causes?  

 

6. This thesis of mine has not been subjected to any rationally argued rebuttal. The 

European Commission, formally questioned twice by the European Parliament, replied 

simply that there is no contradiction between the Pact and the Treaties (question by 

Morganti, reply by Olli Rehn, 22 June 2012; question by Morganti, reply by Barroso, 6 

February 2013). The conflict was also denied by the legal affairs department of the Bank of 

Italy, but with no demonstration. 

 I began to be persuaded that something was wrong with the economic performance of 

the European countries back in 2006 (see Eurosistema. Analisi e prospettive, Giuffré). At first I 

identified the cause as a misinterpretation of the Maastricht Treaty by the Commission. As 

time passed, it seemed impossible that if there had been an error or interpretation it would 

not have been corrected, so I then traced the cause directly to the Treaty itself. 

 In 2012, at a conference between German and Italian legal scholars at Villa Vigoni, I 

spoke of the contradiction between the Pact and Articles 109J and 109K of the TEU. Under 

the Treaty, diversity among member states was not just possible but necessary. Starting 1 

January 1999, from the Treaty standpoint, the member states were to operate under the 

stimulus of competition, each seeking to capitalize on its own natural and human productive 

factors. For competition to produce its benefits, it was necessary that no dominant positions 

be formed and that the countries qualifying for the euro could all hope to outperform the 

others. 
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 The Stability and Growth Pact, however, abrogated the principle of diversity beyond the 

limits of 2 percent and 1.5 percent specified above, a necessary condition for fair 

competition, and subjected all the member states to the same obligation, namely budgetary 

balance, which they were to achieve by complying with a second requirement, specific to 

each, bearing on the path to balance in the medium term. This retroactive imposition of 

budgetary balance on states whose differential distance from that condition had been 

ascertained in the admission process for the single currency would have differential impact 

from country to country. In particular, it worked to the advantage of the countries with a 

structural budget surplus. 

7. What worked against my thesis was the inherent implausibility of the idea that the rules 

of a Treaty as long-awaited and solemn as Maastricht could have been displaced by a mere 

regulation. And in this particular case, a regulation adopted by a procedure directed to a 

completely different end. Under Articles 102A and 103 of the Treaty, each member state was 

to conduct its own independent economic policy, embracing all aspects of the economy save 

monetary policy. Under Article 103 the top EU bodies would merely have the task of 

coordinating economic policies in the form of broad guidelines. 

 Article 103(5) invoked the complex procedure of Article 189C, but this refers not to 

directives but only to the adoption of detailed rules for multilateral surveillance in case of 

non-compliance with a directive already in force. Recourse to the procedure for the adoption 

of Regulation 1466/97 had nothing to do with the subject. 

 The balanced-budget principle could not perform the function of economic policy 

coordination, because instead it actually deprived member states of the very power to adopt 

their own policies. From then on the member states would be subject to an obligation 

imposed by the regulation itself and would have to follow a path traced, for each member 

state, by the Commission, the Council and the Economic and Social Committee. 

8. There were at least two obstacles to a serious consideration of my charge of illegitimacy: 

the observation that the EU had been operating in this way for fifteen years now and that I 

had not succeeded in indicating who had actually written Regulation 1466 and getting the 

Commission to use the Article 189C procedure. Nor had I explained how they had managed 

to get Regulation 1466 effectively applied. No self-respecting mystery story can fail to 

indicate the guilty party. Without a perpetrator, there is no crime. 

 Today, however, on the basis of documents that I consider to be reliable, I am in a 

position to give the name of the man with primary responsibility. And also to recount how 

he managed to get the assent of all the members of the Council, then the proposal and the 

adoption of the regulation by the Commission, and then its acceptance and effective 

approval by the member states. 
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4. Who did it? How? 

 

9. My source for this clarification is the biography of Carlo Azeglio Ciampi, Governor of 

the Bank of Italy and later President of the Republic, by Paolo Peluffo (Carlo Azeglio Ciampi. 

L’uomo e il presidente, BUR Rizzoli, 2014, pp. 237 ff.). According to Peluffo the author of the 

text that would become Regulation 1466 was Theo Waigel, the German finance minister. 

The initiative was undertaken in 1995 (p. 206). I would rule out the idea that Waigel acted 

for personal, political, or economic interests or for prestige. Two possible intentions may be 

ascribed to him. Convinced that the best solution was to retain the old national currencies, 

hence the Deutschemark, he may have hoped that Italy would fail to qualify; in Italy’s 

absence, France would withdraw, and with France the other countries as well. Failing this 

scenario, the only viable alternative, from his standpoint, was to get the preventive 

acceptance by all aspiring members of the Eurozone of extremely severe controls. 

Waigel met with Ciampi, then Minister of Treasury and Budget, on 4 July 1996 (p. 206) and 

again, together with Hans Tietmayer, Governor of the Bundesbank (p. 220). Ciampi was 

ready to agree to whatever requests they made. He was pessimistic about Italy’s fate and saw 

qualification for the euro as the only possible salvation (p. 264). He carried out four more 

economic adjustment maneuvers (p. 269). On his example, the representatives of the other 

states jettisoned any personal doubts they may have had. When the balanced-budget 

principle was endorsed at the Ecofin summit in Dublin in December 1996, everyone 

congratulated Waigel. The victory was his (p. 237). 

10. In 1995, Waigel succeeded in getting the Commission to issue its proposal for a 

regulation, which would become Regulation 1466/97. It is worth repeating that the 

procedure used had been devised for purposes of economic policy coordination among 

member states. Under the TEU, each member state was to have its own independent 

economic policy and the Union was to coordinate with directives embodying broad 

guidelines. The deviation from this approach embodied in Regulation 1466 was, as noted, a 

radical departure. For independent policies enacted by the single member states, it 

substituted the rigid, unchanging rule of budgets in surplus or near balance in the medium 

term, imposed directly by the Regulation. The provision for coordination by the 

Commission and the Council in the form of broad guidelines producing “recommendations” 

(non-binding acts) under Article 189 of the TEU gave way to decisions of the Commission 

and the Council with the participation of the Economic and Social Committee, emphatically 

described as mere “guidance” but actually carrying binding force. If the “guidance” was not 

followed, the member state would be found in violation of the obligation to present its 

programme. 
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5. The effects. 

 

11. Apart from the statistics (see §5), we should also look at three particularly deleterious 

effects of the Stability and Growth Pact. The first relates to the fact that the author and co-

authors of the Pact deliberately used all possible precautions to prevent people from 

realizing what was being enacted. Patient examination of the dates of the formal procedures 

makes this clear.  

 The steps in the enactment of Regulation 1466 are recounted in footnote 2 to the 

regulation itself. The European Parliament issued its opinion on 28 November 1996, the 

Council’s common position was dated 14 April 1997, and the Parliament’s decision came on 

29 May 1997. The process had been a headlong rush, so much so that at the time of the 

Parliament’s decision they failed to realize that the Council common position, which should 

have preceded it, had not yet been published in the Official Gazette. It would not appear until 

30 May, the day after the decision. The Regulation stated that it had been “done” on 7 July 

1997, long before the date set for the judgment on admission to the single currency, 3 May 

1998. And the Regulation itself, as per Article 13, would not go into effect until 1 July 1998. 

So why all the rush? 

12. Waigel’s project for the Stability and Growth Pact completed its first stage in December 

1996, when it was adopted by the member states at the Dublin Ecofin. The second stage was 

completed on 7 July 1997 with the Council’s adoption of the Regulation. The toughest 

hurdle still lay ahead: ensuring the actual implementation of the Regulation in practice in 

spite of its clear contradiction of Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Maastricht Treaty.  

 The problem was gotten around by calculated management of the dates. On 2 October 

1997 the new Amsterdam Treaty was agreed to. Articles 98, 99 and 104 reproduced Articles 

102A, 103 and 104C of the old Maastricht Treaty. The deadline of 1 March 1999 for the 

presentation of the stability plan had been set two years earlier, when the text of the 

regulation was decided on. Can we reasonably suppose that the Commission, the Council 

and the Economic and Social Committee proceeded apace in approving the member states’ 

stability plans? 

 Meanwhile, the Treaty process too was nearing completion. With the last few national 

ratifications, the Amsterdam Treaty went into effect on 1 May 1999. Too late! The 

Regulation had finished first, and its concrete application beat the Treaty’s by two months. 

 The Treaty should have overridden the Regulation, both because it is a higher source of 

law and because it was subsequent to it. Yet the Commission went ahead undeterred with 

the Regulation. The member states said nothing. This was the moment of truth, when the 

fate of the member states – both of the “eurozone” and of the European Union itself, with 

implications for the US and the entire world – was sealed. 
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6. The effects: the suppression of democracy. 

 

13. The effects of the practical implementation of Regulation 1466 and the related and 

ensuing acts were more numerous, more varied and more serious than is generally imagined. 

 The statistics on economic growth are clear, and we shall not repeat them. But we 

cannot help pointing out that the numbers of the jobless, and in particular of young people 

unable to find work, the small and medium-sized enterprises driven out of business, the 

collapse of public and private structures for lack of maintenance, the public infrastructures 

that are unfinished and hence unserviceable, the suicides of small businessmen and workers 

represent productive factors that have been lost or that in any case are underutilized or not 

utilized at all. In a word, a loss of wealth. 

 Moving on to the actual damage, let us first note an effect that is not usually mentioned: 

namely the concealment of the maneuver which between 1995 and 1999 had the effect of 

replacing the three Treaties (Maastricht, Amsterdam, Lisbon) with three Regulations and 

their related and consequent acts. If this had been explained, at least when the first 

consequences began to emerge, there would have been time to remedy matters. Once a ball 

of string gets knotted up, it’s hard even to find the free end that you need to disentangle it. 

Fifteen years of failure to apply the Treaties have changed the conditions utterly. Finding a 

way out has become difficult. 

 A second consequence of the failure to discover the truth promptly enough is that since 

the cause is unknown, everyone blames everyone else. The upshot is today’s general state of 

confusion. The people at the head of our institutions, both nationally and at European level, 

have struggled and continue to battle for a power that in reality does not exist. 

14. Regulation 1466 and its successors put an end to the democratic system, of which the 

countries of Europe are perhaps the world’s prime exemplars. All are bound to democracy 

by their national constitutions, which is a sine qua non for admission to the European Union 

and hence to the euro area. This outcome is all the more astonishing in that it came without 

violence, silently, no one realizing what was happening. The operation was conducted so 

cleverly that even today the national communities that have been deprived of democracy 

undertake protest actions that in a democratic regime would have some impact on the 

government but that in today’s conditions only do harm, sometimes very substantial harm, 

before people see that it’s useless, that the protests are directed against a government which, 

properly speaking, for years now has ceased to exist. The democratic regime rests on two 

fundamental presuppositions: that the top elected officials wield “powers” to pursue an 

independent economic policy, which in today’s circumstances is the policy most relevant to 

national social life; and that citizens enjoy broad personal liberty and adequate social rights 

to influence and have the power – through regular elections, on the one-person-one-vote 

principle, acting through political parties – the policies that governments adopt and with 

which citizens must then comply. But if the government lacks the essential power to decide 
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on its economic policy, this presupposition is automatically cancelled, and with it democracy 

itself. 

 Technically speaking, the suppression of democracy can be termed “the de facto 

installation of a new regime,” which is an even graver violation than what we call a “coup 

d’état.” To deprive a complex community of its democratic regime is a hazardous, perilous 

operation. Regulation 1466 managed the trick in a simple if unforeseerable manner. 

 In the system enshrined in the Maastricht Treaty, the member state governments each 

had the power to follow an independent economic policy, and were required to conduct it 

for the objective of growth. For this purpose they were endowed with an essential 

instrument, namely borrowing capacity up to the same limit applying to most of their 

competitor countries. Regulation 1466 abrogated at one stroke, and practically behind 

everyone’s back, the powers needed to enact and implement national economic policy. 

These powers were replaced by a general obligation, balancing the budget in the medium 

term, together with the second obligation, diversified by country, of attaining the 

compulsory result via a path determined by the decision-making bodies of the Union. With 

just one principle, contained in a mere four lines (Article 2 [a] and Article 4 [1]), the 

Regulation deprived the member states of the instruments necessary for the common 

objective of economic growth and suppressed the principle of democracy. 

 

 

7. The earth and the human footprint peculiarities of humankind and of nature. 

 

15. To shed light on some of the consequences, we must dig quite deep. This applies 

especially to two extraordinarily important effects. One – the suppression of democracy – 

was discussed in §13, but I return to it for two reasons. I take it for granted that had they 

been aware of what they were doing the persons chiefly responsible, or partly responsible, 

would certainly never have agreed to the general imposition of the balanced-budget 

constraint. 

 The abrogation of the powers envisaged by the TEU, which provoked the end of the 

democratic regime in the member states, has also produced another, distinct deleterious 

consequence, possibly even more important than the anti-democratic nature of the 

regulation. European economic integration began with the proposal of Raymond Barre, then 

vice-president of the Commission, presented at the Hague summit of 1-2 December 1969. It 

was approved and subsumed in the Werner Plan. The underlying necessity that persuaded 

the countries of Europe to join together in a single market was at first simple self-defense. 

The oil crisis created a mass of private liquidity. Once the crisis was over this money, 

pouring into the markets, generated foreign exchange trading gains on the currencies of the 

main European countries, France, Germany, Britain and Italy. The Werner Plan provided for 

the gradual, step-by-step installation of a regime of fixed exchange rates – de facto, a single 

currency – by the first decade of the new century. Unwittingly, Europe had embarked on 

what would be, if realized, the grandest and most original use of legal instruments in all of 
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history. It would create a union that would be the world’s third-largest in terms of 

population (after China and India) and as rich as the United States, by two highly unusual 

means: first, agreement among countries that had been at war with one another off and on 

for centuries; and second, the enactment of legal rules. This objective went far beyond the 

original aims and intentions of the European Community. 

 To this first result the project, unconsciously, would add another. The new union would 

be a prototype that could be emulated in other parts of the world, to serve two emerging 

needs. Globalization was proceeding at an extremely rapid pace, far faster than anyone had 

foreseen. Two dangers threatened: the disappearance of typical local cultural and economic 

features and the exhaustion of the planet’s resources, its incapacity to sustain the “footprint” 

of human activity. The principles underpinning the European project could guard effectively 

against both. The new political body would take as its objective not the fastest possible 

growth but “sustainable” growth. This adjective embodies an acute insight. In the name of 

sustainability, reference values for public deficits and debt were set (3 and 60 percent of 

GDP), which would be used to limit growth. The deficit ceiling, applied under Article 104C 

of the TEU, would permit human development but within limits compatible with planetary 

sustainability. 

 A further outcome would emerge. Globalization, along with its extraordinary benefits, 

also entails a danger that will be hard to avoid. If valuable unutilized or underutilized 

productive factors are found in some location (rare raw materials, abundant arable soil, 

mineral deposits), then under the free circulation of capital someone can come from outside, 

from far away, and appropriate them. The long-run effect is geographical and cultural 

levelling. Yet the Earth’s true wealth lies in diversity, both cultural and biological. 

 The original project set out in the Maastricht Treaty on European Union would have 

provided a solution, which is all the more serious in that it is ordinarily ignored. The 

globalized world means competition not only between individuals, firms, and other legal 

persons, but also between states. Those among them that have national currencies manage 

them so as to be more competitive. For the euro area, the competition between the euro and 

other currencies is heavily influenced by the Treaty rules. For every economic field except 

monetary policy, it is entrusted to the individual member states’ economic policies, under 

Union coordination. 

 Protecting the planet from the impact of human activity is a task assigned to 

international agreements. Intentions are lofty but achievements modest, because interests 

diverge. The European system as shaped by Maastricht, in its action on production and 

consumption, would have contributed to planetary protection with a new, simple and 

effective method (see Articles 109J and 109K and Protocol 6). “Competition” is the effective 

“external constraint” that impels economic actors – in this case the EU member states – to 

do their best to prevail or at least not to succumb. Since action on the money supply or the 

exchange rate is impossible, competitiveness has to be furthered in the simplest and most 

natural way, by capitalizing on the nation’s natural and human resources. To be sure, the 

Union itself is exposed to global competition. Forging common conditions for the states 

belonging to the same market area, and in particular those sharing the single currency, 
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further heightens competitiveness. National characteristics are asserted not by prohibitions 

upon others or  self-interested provisions but by the stimulus that arises in a regime of free 

and fair competition. 

 The Stability and Growth Pact, with its balanced-budget principle, eliminates the 

stimulus to capitalize on special assets and has a depressive effect. It weakens the defenses of 

local human and natural resources against outside attack. 

 The Pact (that is, Regulation 1466 and its successors) eliminates competition between 

like countries in favour of the authoritarian assignment of tasks. It strikes at the very heart of 

the project developed by the nations that founded the Community, which after four decades 

entailing also significant sacrifice, was on the point of being achieved. 

 

 

8. What to do? Responsibilities. 

 

16. My first recommendation is what not to do. Put differently, we must bear constantly in 

mind the devastation wrought by the superficiality and improvisation that characterized the 

Union’s action from 1995 to 1999. The first need, then, is for an urgent inquiry by the 

European Parliament. Failing this, an inquiry could be promoted jointly by several member 

states whose top elected officials are relatively untainted by involvement in past experiences. 

The inquiry should determine the actual state of the Union and its member countries. The 

conditions of today are not those of 1992. Nor even those of May 1998 when it was decided 

who qualified for the single currency. A decade-and-a-half of anomalies in legislative acts 

and their application have produced a series of initial effects not all of which are immediately 

discernable. Each of these effects in turn becomes cause of subsequent effects. The result 

has been an interminable series of self-reinforcing or overlapping causes and effects. 

17. No more improvisation, then. But it sometimes happens that it is essential to act before 

the real state of affairs can be determined. Inaction is impossible, action must be taken. But 

only with the greatest caution, making sure we don’t jeopardize our future. 

18. In more general terms, it will be helpful to distinguish between the “personal/human” 

plane and the “normative” or legal plane. 

18(a) On the personal/human plane, for my own part I consider it essential to determine, as 

a preliminary, whether my inferences from Peluffo’s biography of Ciampi and other sources 

are correct. Most likely they are, but there should not be even the tiniest shadow of doubt. 

 Guido Carli, Italy’s Treasury Minister at the time, played an important role in the phase 

leding up to the final decisions on the euro. A major work with testimony concerning Carli 

has just been published. Two pieces in particular relate to the questions dealt with here, one 

by Gianni De Michelis, then Foreign Minister, who flanked Carli in the negotiations towards 

the Maastricht Treaty, and one by Mario Sarcinelli, Director-General of the Treasury in the 

same period. These essays have been taken into account here. 
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18(b) The man bearing primary responsibility,  Theo Waigel, West German Finance 

Minister, and his Italian counterpart, Treasury Minister Ciampi, who took part in his action 

but was also in a sense compelled to do so, both succeeded later on to the highest positions: 

Waigel became President of the CDU, Ciampi President of the Italian Republic. Since 1999 

they have both remained silent on the Stability and Growth Pact and its effects – Ciampi 

with absolute certainty, Waigel in every likelihood. If the Pact had performed as hoped, they 

would certainly have claimed credit for it. Their silence is explained by their worries over the 

results. Yet their sense of responsibility could lead them to speak out nevertheless, to clear 

matters up. This would be an essential, highly appreciated contribution.  

18(c) Certainly neither Waigel nor Ciampi had any personal interest in the affair. They both 

acted in the name of lofty ideals – one for the mark, the stablest of currencies, the other for 

the European Union, whose creation would be the culmination of a long period of careful 

planning and also of sacrifice. Yet this does not cancel out their responsibilities. Not even 

the noblest ideals can justify deviation from the obligation upon the holders of top office of 

rigorous compliance with the rules. 

 Distinct responsibilities can be ascribed to the holders of top offices in the Union and in 

the individual member states. These are all members of the European Commission, or 

ministers of treasury, economy, finance and the like in the member states, whose duty it was, 

from the time of the initial proposal for Regulation 1466 and continuing right down to the 

present,  to comply with and to enforce the Treaties. But they have violated or abetted in 

violating this fundamental duty, or at least allowed it to be violated, by taking part in the 

proceedings for approval of Regulations 1466/97, 1055/2005 and 1175/2011, for 

anomalous acts such as the Fiscal Compact, and for measures supplementing or 

implementing them. 

 All of these persons – regardless of the status of the European Union as such – are 

hypothetically subject to the constitutional, penal, civil and economic sanctions envisaged by 

European law and by the member state legal systems. 

 All of them, out of a sense of dignity and duty, should step aside. As has happened so 

many times in the course of history, when responsibility for misdeeds is widely shared, all 

that happens is that the names of the culprits fall quickly into oblivion. There would be no 

other unpleasant consequences for them. 

 

 

9. A clean sweep a new generation in politics. 

 

19. Sweep them all away, then. It’s necessary. The men who were in command back then are 

wearing the blinders of past experience. They tend to defense of their own past conduct, 

either for reasons of principle or to keep hold of the positions they have gained. The sooner 

they get out of the way, the better. 
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20. If we examine the outcome of the recent European elections, considering those elected 

as individuals and not only as members of a group, we can see that in a good many member 

states a majority of the men and women at the top belong to a new generation, foreign to 

the illicit actions of the past fifteen years. Disregarding their membership in one or the other 

of the established political groups, this new generation could constitute a majority of the new 

European Parliament. In this light the ouster of the men compromised by involvement in 

the earlier Treaty violations is all the more useful. We must not be afraid of the rise of the 

younger generation of politicians to the command functions. The experience of the 

immediate post-war years, not just in Italy but throughout democratic Europe, is there to 

demonstrate that in the younger generation a healthy passion, a sincere sense of duty, a lively 

intelligence more than make up for any – easily remedied – inexperience. 

 

 

10. From Scylla to Charybdis. 

 

21. Turning to the law, it is worth reiterating yet again that the 3 percent and 60 percent 

ceilings on deficits and debt, in proportion to GDP, have never existed, juridically speaking. 

They were reference values that were to be taken into account, under the Treaty, in 

governing this matter. The rules consist solely in the dictates of Article 104C of the 

Maastricht Treaty on European Union (now Article 126 of the Lisbon Treaty on the 

Functioning of the European Union).  

 This article is important today not so much for its emphasis on the tendency to 

approach the ceiling (a crucial aspect in 1992) as for the clause allowing overshooting these 

limits in response to “exceptional and temporary” factors. “Exceptional” and “temporary” 

circumstances, however, have been present ever since the 1st of March 1999, given that on 

that date the application of the Treaty was undone by the enforcement of Regulation 

1466/97.  We now find ourselves faced with positions that can only be described as pathetic. 

Men who aspire to the top offices, with active responsibility for the past violations of the 

Treaty, promise to relax the 3 percent and 60 percent limits, which from the legal standpoint 

have never existed. In doing so they demonstrate once more either that they do not know 

the Treaties or that they don’t want to comply with them. In promising to relax the 

requirement, the implicitly acknowledge that this rigor has been a cause of harm. But actually 

there is no need whatever for these expressions of benevolence, because Article 126 of the 

Lisbon Treaty, like its predecessor, permits member states to go well beyond these ceilings, 

given the persistence of the exceptional and temporary circumstance of the application of a 

different – opposed – rule to that of the Treaty. 

22. Even though Article 104C of Maastricht (Article 126 of Lisbon) would allow an 

expansion of debt because of the exceptional circumstances that prevail, recourse to these 

provisions is not advisable, for a different, overriding reason. In some member states – Italy 

definitely among them – a de facto situation has arisen in which the ratio of a different 
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aggregate to GDP growth – namely the total annual cost of the debt (interest outlays) – is 

more significant than the debt ratio itself. If the GDP growth rate can be reasonably 

expected to be lower than the ratio of interest costs to GDP, then the debt ratio can only 

worsen. Certainly, the total interest expenditure is affected by the yield on new debt issues 

during the year, but the bulk of it depends on the cost of the pre-existing debt contracted in 

previous years. If GDP growth is equal to total interest expenditure in proportion to GDP, 

then the ratio remains unchanged; if it is higher, the ratio worsens. And if interest payments 

amount to a percentage of GDP that is unlikely to be equalled by the growth rate over the 

years, a vicious circle is created, threatening to reach a point of no return. The economy 

could implode. 

 In 2013 Italy’s interest payments amounted to 5.3 percent of GDP (see the Economic 

Bulletin of the Bank of Italy, No. 2, 2014, Table 8). Given a primary budget surplus (net of 

interest payments), the budget deficit came to 3.1 percent. This means the debt ratio would 

hold steady if GDP grew by 3.1 per cent. But in October the GDP forecast for 2014 was for 

a contraction of 1.8 percent (Table 9 of the same publication). The debt ratio at the end of 

the year was 132.6 percent.  If the forecast proves accurate, then we can expect the debt 

ratio to rise to 136 or 137 percent. In 2004 it was 106.5 percent and rose to 110 percent in 

2005. 

 The sectors in whose name a relaxation of austerity is generally invoked are innovation, 

education, public works investment. These are activities that produce benefits only in the 

long run, so the concession of a margin for maneuver could actually turn out to be a 

boomerang for the states taking advantage of it. Skirting Scylla only to fall into the clutches 

of Charybdis. 

 What now, then? My hypothesis, really, is only intended to show how delicate the 

present phase is, and how hard the decisions are. 

 

 

11. The Future. 

 

23. Perhaps the time has come for the European Union to make a great leap forward, to set 

a course for political union. In a single country – a political union – the public debt is 

guaranteed by the capacity of the system as a whole to generate economic growth. This is a 

capacity that the individual EU member states lack, in present circumstances. When the 

American states joined together to form a federal system, they had high debts. The United 

States then extended its domain over vast virgin territories with a staggering abundance of 

natural resources. This was the frontier, the conquest of the West. And though certainly not 

in the same proportion as the young United States, the European Union too has areas of 

which better use could be made. Yet the lands of the Union are strewn with ruins. This is 

what has been bequeathed Europe by the last fifteen years. But jobless workers, failed 

businesses, run-down or unutilized public works and private structures all correspond to so 

many factors ready to be capitalized on. A similar state of affairs could be observed in the 
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aftermath of World War II in France, in Germany, in Italy. All three countries had been 

severely damaged, but they also had production structures that were stirring anew, ready to 

be mobilized. Today the production capacity of the European Union is underutilized. A true 

European government would have the means and the tools to trigger a virtuous process of 

sustained growth. Obviously, these are simply hypotheses, but analysis might well show that 

they are realistic, founded upon truth. At this point, the task of this “ancient” professor of 

law must be considered to have been carried out. Now it is up to the great community of 

“citizens of Europe” and the new generation of political leaders who represent them. 

24. Fortunate indeed are the new generation. If they can trace a sharp dividing line 

separating us from the last fifteen years, they can face the future with hope, wisdom, 

enthusiasm. They can leave a powerful “European” imprint on the future, just as Europe has 

done in the millennia past. 

Rome, July 4, 2014 

Giuseppe Guarino                                                                            www.giuseppeguarino.it 
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THE ‘TRUTH’ ABOUT EUROPE AND THE EURO – 1/1/1999: COUP D’ETAT 

1/1/2014: REBIRTH? 
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Premise. 
 

 united Europe was the grand ideal set out, in the immediate aftermath of World 

War I, by a number of enlightened minds; in Italy, these included Luigi Einaudi and 

Don Sturzo, among others. Just before the outbreak of World War II, Lionel 

Robbins took up the theme again in his Geneva lectures. Altiero Spinelli, during his years of 

political confinement under Fascism, drew up the Ventotene Manifesto for a free and united 

Europe. Robert Schumann and Jean Monnet, endorsing the European federalist goal in 

1950, proposed a step-by-step approach to its achievement. The plan called for the creation 

of Community bodies in specific sectors, which would be set side by side, eventually 

covering the entire sphere of common interests. The Treaty of Paris (1952) instituted the 

European Coal and Steel Community, an initial step that was followed by others. This first 

stage concluded with the European Economic Community (the Common Market), a 

marvelous construction that would make an enormous contribution to common 

development.  

 A new, second stage initiated at the 1969 summit in the Hague. Masses of liquidity in 

private hands, shifting from currency to currency, were distorting exchange rates and 

complicating the management of the four largest European economies, France, West 

Germany, Britain and Italy. The 1969 summit approved the proposal of Raymond Barre of 

France, vice president of the European Commission; this proposal was then incorporated in 

what was known as the Werner Plan. The idea was to arrive via a three-stage process at fixed 

exchange rates – functionally, a single currency – by around 1990. In 1986 and 1992 two 

related treaties were signed, the Single European Act and the Maastricht Treaty on European 

Union. The original plan for the Maastricht Treaty underwent significant amendments in the 

course of the negotiations. 

 A good many of the principles and the hopes created over the decades are still very 

widely held. 

 In drafting this essay, I am of a two-fold persuasion. First, in order to grasp the reality of 

the European Union and the euro area one must discard the baggage – rich and historically 
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important though it may be – that is the fruit of earlier ideas and disciplines. One must clear 

one’s mind and look without blinders at what has happened in Europe since 1999. Second, 

to deal with Europe’s current problems it is necessary to frame them not only in the 

European but in the global context. Europe, that is, is one component of the global 

economic system. 

 In the course of my studies on European issues, after countless examinations and re-

examinations, I began to glimpse utterly unanticipated conclusions. To avoid emotional 

reverberations, I have held rigorously, in analysis and in exposition, to the systematic-formal 

method, identifying the legal forms utilized, the resulting movements, the series of causes 

and effects. I have not named the persons involved. The judgments bear strictly on the acts 

formally – legally – adopted. 

 These reflections and conclusions do not refer to single countries. The reference is in 

general to member countries without a derogation and they apply in the same manner to 

these member states. The consequences discussed are those that the euro-area rules entail 

for the European Union as a whole and for the “world” system. 

 

 

1. 1/1/1999. An obscure coup d’état. 

 

1. An expression employed even in formal European acts, including the recent “Fiscal 

Compact” (Article 1.1), is “Economic and Monetary Union” (EMU). Yet the Monetary 

Union has not been achieved. The Economic Union has not been created. The currencies in 

circulation that were “legal tender” within the European Union numbered thirteen on the 

launch date, the 1st of January 1999. One, the euro, was the common currency of eleven 

states. The British pound and the Spanish peseta were “national currencies”. Today the 

currencies are twelve: the euro plus eleven national currencies. 

 The Economic Union has not been created. The Single European Act and the Treaty on 

European Union, the two accords that are credited with having done so, actually do no more 

than forge a “single market”. This is a vast economic area in which the dominant principles 

are those of free enterprise and the broadest possible economic opening. Today, most of the 

world’s trade is governed by rules based on these same principles of private initiative, hence 

on free enterprise in open markets. In practice, there is a “single” market at global level. But 

no one would venture to call this an “economic union”. 

2. The “common market” was the primary subject of the Act, supplemented by the Treaty. 

The latter governs new matters; in particular, it laid down general rules for economic activity 

and member state budgets, hence implicitly on the single currency. 

3. The rules that would affect the institution of the “single currency” were dealt with in the 

final months of discussion on the Treaty. At this point many of the key points had already 

been fixed. The currency would be common not to all the EU member states but only to 

those that submitted to a specific discipline. This decision derived from the United 
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Kingdom’s refusal to give up its own currency, the pound sterling. Without Britain the 

Union would be born mutilated. Britain was offered an “opting out” clause, with the 

possibility, if it qualified, of adopting the euro at any time. Granted to the UK, the clause 

could hardly be denied Denmark. And it was also granted, de facto and without a formal 

derogation, to Sweden, the first country to join the European Union after the stipulation of 

the Treaty. Article 109(k) ultimately envisaged two distinct categories of member state, those 

forming part of the euro area, called “member states without a derogation” and those not 

belonging to the area, “member states with a derogation”.  Article 109K of the Maastricht 

Treaty specifies the articles that apply only to states without a derogation. 

 As Britain had announced that it would not give up the pound, so Germany announced 

that it would join the Union and adopt the single currency only if this closely resembled the 

Deutschemark. The mark was Germany’s historic currency, used in the Federal Republic 

(West Germany) since its constitution. Applying a policy guideline in effect from its 

foundation, the government, assisted by the Bundesbank, held strictly to anti-inflationary 

standards to guarantee the lasting value of money and consequently the harmonious, 

balanced, sustained growth of the economy. 

 The objective of monetary stability implied, in the judgment of Bundesbank President 

Otto Pöhl, which was shared by Commission President Jacques Delors, and then endorsed 

by the representatives of all the other countries, that all member states would be subject to 

ceilings on their annual budget deficit (3 per cent of GDP) and on their stock of public debt 

(60 per cent of GDP). The Italian and British delegations took an active part in the final 

discussion. 

 Before agreement was reached on the characteristics of the single currency, measures 

were adopted that would determine the entire architecture of the system. The participating 

member states would remain sovereign. They would waive not their sovereignty but its 

exercise, in very broad areas that would be specified in advance. The powers of the Union 

would be only those specifically contemplated by the Treaty. The resources of the Union, 

apart from customs duties and some other minor revenue, would consist in funds 

transferred by the member states (called “own resources”). The Union’s budget would have 

to be balanced every year. It followed that the Union could not run a deficit, could not 

borrow. In the matters under its jurisdiction, the Union would issue regulations and 

directives with binding effect on the member states. Clauses of the Treaty, supplementing 

the Single European Act, would prohibit government aid to enterprises and prevent the 

formation of dominant market positions. 

 The Act had enshrined the freedom of movement not only of goods but also of 

persons, plus freedom of establishment, and the free movement of capital, including at short 

term. The Union would promote the liberalization of international trade with the generalized 

abolition of customs tariffs. The EU directive on the free circulation of short-term capital 

had been adopted by the Commission and transposed by the member countries even before 

the completion of the design for the Union. 
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4. This was the framework, with a good many fixed points, within which the national 

delegations set out to insert the rules that would directly or indirectly shape the new 

currency. The discipline would have to reflect that governing the Deutschemark in three 

fundamental respects. 

i) It would have as objective that of promoting throughout the Community economic 

growth as defined in Article 2 of the Treaty: “harmonious and balanced development of 

economic activities, sustainable and non-inflationary growth respecting the environment, a 

high degree of convergence of economic performance, a high level of employment and of 

social protection, the raising of the standard of living and quality of life, and economic and 

social cohesion and solidarity among Member States.” 

ii) The task of promoting growth would be assigned separately to each member state, 

which would do so in its own interest and in that of the Union, by means of its own 

economic policy (Treaty, Articles 102A and 103). 

iii) The member states would have to be endowed with the means and/or instruments 

necessary to pursue the growth objectives. But here the framers (the “system architects”) 

had to recognize that in principle the means used by the countries outside the European 

Union – that is, all Europe’s future competitors – were precluded, de facto, by the fixed points 

already settled and no longer amendable. Yet these points, given the prohibitions enacted, 

indicated the only possible approach, which would necessarily have to be taken: debt. For if 

there are factors to be capitalized on and one lacks resources to invest, borrowing is 

indispensable to seize the opportunities, which may not recur. 

 If in its ordinary operation the system does not produce resources, if all chances of 

seizing productive opportunities are precluded, growth itself is impeded. Debt – borrowing 

– should be permitted in observance of the so-called “golden rule,” namely that the 

investment financed by debt be reasonably expected to produce returns greater than its 

overall cost. When they were adopted, the ceilings of 3 per cent of GDP for the deficit and 

60 per cent for the public debt could have been based on the historical experience of such 

major economies as Germany and the United States. They were approved: 3 per cent and 60 

per cent constituted the limits that would guarantee the “stability” of the currency and the 

economy. 

5. This is where the Italian delegation’s proposal, backed also by Britain, comes in. 

Delegation head Guido Carli, the Italian Treasury minister, in his memoirs (Cinquant’anni di 

storia italiana, Bari, Laaterza, 1993,p. 406 ff.), attributes it to his own “stubbornness”. It was 

unthinkable to make the fate of an economy depend on conditions that would be ascertained 

on predetermined dates. These conditions might be undone overnight, they might depend 

on exceptional circumstances, they might theoretically be the result of inaccurate or 

erroneous data. Accordingly, three amendments were approved, two on the indents of 

Article 2(a) and the third on Article 104C(2). The definitive version of Article 104C(2) 

established that the examination of compliance with the budgetary discipline would be “on 

the basis” of two criteria, specified respectively in points (a) and (b). Thus in interpreting and 

applying the reference values, these two criteria must be taken into account. The 
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amendments, however, require taking into account the tendency to approach the ceiling 

value and of any exceptional or temporary causes for the overshoot. 

 The system architects had been given the assignment of creating, through abstract rules, 

a currency that corresponded to the German mark, that guaranteed the member states, and 

hence the Union, lasting, harmonious, sustainable growth like that achieved by Germany 

over the previous forty years. The framers kept to this model. They executed their 

assignment precisely. They designed a project whose implementation could and would 

ensure lasting, sustainable growth. The member states would generate growth in their 

exercise of the most typical policy-making activity, namely “economic” policy. The architects 

were aware that growth would be favored by two productive factors: the physical elimination 

of customs stations, which preparatory studies estimated would have a growth effect of 

between 2 and 6 per cent depending on the country’s location, and the elimination of 

transaction costs between the single-currency countries, which was supposed to generate an 

addition 0.7 percentage points per year of growth. 

Now the political power to take on debt was added, up to the limits laid down in Protocol 6, 

to be interpreted and applied according to the binding criteria of Article 104C of the Treaty. 

This should have been sufficient. 

6. So the formal rules governing the single currency were adopted. The next step was a 

transitional period in which to create conditions among the member states qualifying for the 

euro sufficiently homogeneous to prevent the strong from prevailing over the weak when 

the third stage of regular application began. The rules for the transitional period of 

convergence are given in Protocol 5. The reference values taken were the averages for two 

important variables (inflation and the interest rate on long-term government bonds) of the 

three best performing member states. Limits to deviation from these values were set (1½ 

percentage points for inflation, 2 points for long-term interest rates). Before 1 July 1998 an 

examination was to be conducted under an agreed procedure to assess the results achieved, 

and the countries meeting the requirements admitted to the “euro” group. 

 The examination was held on 3 May 1998. Eleven countries passed. A twelfth, Spain, 

was classed as admitted with a derogation; it was admitted without a derogation the next 

year. 

7. The expression “coup d’état” is used to describe events in which fundamental aspects of 

a country’s constitutional system are modified in violation of the constitutional norms 

themselves. 

 Historically, coups are ordinarily effected by armed force: in ancient times, assassinating 

the sovereign, possibly also by poison. On 1st January 1999 a coup d’état was carried out 

against the EU member states, their citizens, and the European Union itself. The “coup” 

was not executed by force but by cunning fraud. This may appear to be quite a “stunning” 

declaration. Objectively speaking, it is. Outright non-belief is perhaps the most natural, 

comprehensible reaction to such an assertion. To demonstrate its truth, we must specify: a) 

which constitutional powers of the member states and which fundamental features of EU 
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law were overturned in the “coup”; b) the acts by which the “coup” was effected and who 

carried it out; and c) what the “cunning fraud” consisted in. 

8. a1) We give separate answers for the member states and for the Union. The Treaty on 

European Union does not envisage any specific procedure for amendment. Given that it is a 

multilateral, international pact, it should have been the Union’s duty, and that of its 

governing organs, to enforce it and see to its enforcement. They should not have allowed its 

fundamental features to be altered in the absence of a new Treaty. The rules introduced by 

fraud, instead, are the subject of a regulation provided for in the Treaty as a function of a 

single, specific task: adopting general guidelines for the coordination of the “economic 

policies” of the member states (Articles 102A and 103). The constitutional law of the 

member states was violated in that the domestic constitutional rules for treaty ratification 

were not followed. Member states’ sovereignty was violated in that they were deprived of the 

“exclusive” function to be performed, singly or as a group, of promoting the growth of the 

EU and the euro area by means of their own “economic policies”. The member states’ 

constitutions were violated in that obligations and conduct were imposed on their governing 

bodies that are not contemplated in the national constitutions. 

b1) The coup was carried out by means of Regulation 1466/97. As noted, the Regulation 

was drafted under a procedure (specified in Articles 103(5) and 189C of the Treaty) that in 

the very moment in which it was used was also violated, in that it was used for a purpose 

different from the only one contemplated. 

 In no way can the procedure referred to in Articles 103(5) and 189C of the Treaty be 

properly used to modify fundamental provisions of the Treaty. Having done so suggests the 

possibility not of mere illegitimacy but of absolute lack of power. The acts adopted are, 

consequently, not illegitimate but null, non-existent. 

b2) The individual persons responsible for the coup and the fraudulent means for its 

performance are unknown. We do not know either who had the idea or who materially 

drafted the text of the Regulation. An enquiry by the European Parliament might yet identify 

them. The formal responsibility for the “coup” rests with the MEMBERS OF THE 

COMMISSION AND THE HEADS OF THE UNION BODIES AND THE MEMBER 

STATE GOVERNMENTS THAT TOOK PART IN EACH OF THE PHASES OF THE 

PROCEDURE FOR THE DRAFTING OF REGULATION 1466/97. 

c1) The fundamental provisions that were illegally altered by Regulation 1466/97 differ 

between the Union and the member states. 

 As for the Union, there was a radical and irreversible alteration of the primary purpose, 

consisting in pursuit of growth with the characteristics and by the procedures specified in 

Articles 2 and 3 of the Treaty, and in having abrogated, insofar as the entire matter is 

regulated in a completely different way, Article 104C, which contains the rules governing the 

means by which the member states could discharge their obligation to promote growth. 

 As for the member states, the illegitimate change consists in having deprived them, with 

the abrogation of Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Treaty and of other related articles – 
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by means of totally different rules governing the entire matter (Regulation 1466) – of the 

only political powers assigned to them with a view to the economic management of the 

Union. 

c2)  Despite its apparent innocuousness, Regulation 1466 not only modified the overarching 

rules of the Union and the member states, but it affected the fundamental character of the 

Union, the characteristic without which the member states’ participation is not legitimate, 

namely its democratic nature. And this may be the assertion that engenders the greatest non-

belief of all. 

9. It all began with the suspicion on the part of some of the stronger member states that 

some of the weaker, in order to pass the examination, might try to use false data. This is a 

plausible explanation of the origin of Regulation 1466. The Regulation was supposed to 

provide the remedy in the event that some member state managed to pass the examination 

without actually meeting the standards. This remedy would not, however, produce a cure. 

Instead it would cause severe damage; damage that would prove to be irremediable. 

 Add that at the end of 1996 the performance of the EU member states was grounds for 

concern. The debt/GDP ratio in the largest countries had risen to levels and at speeds that 

were unforeseen. The French public debt had risen from 35 to 58.7 per cent of GDP, the 

German debt from 40 to 59.8 per cent, the Italian from 100.8 to 116.8 per cent. A slowdown 

in GDP had been expected for the transitional period, but the deterioration was worse than 

forecast. The actual ability of the rules to attain their objectives began to be doubted; in 

particular, the effective correspondence of the new currency to the old mark was called into 

question. It was decided to overcome all uncertainty by reinforcing “stability,” making the 

latter the object of a general constraint. 

 The demonstration that the democratic nature of the Union was suppressed is all the 

more indispensable in this light; it must be analytical, precise, detailed. It will be confirmed 

by the practical effects produced. 

10. In what does the “fraudulent” design leading to Regulation 1466/97 consist? 

 The procedure used had never been used, and never could have been used according to 

its original scope, insofar as Regulation 1466 erased the member state “economic policies” 

that, under Articles 102A and 103 of the Treaty, constituted its presupposition.  

 The procedure leading to the Regulation began in November 1996. The first act 

published appeared in the Official Journal on 6 December. At that time the member states 

were totally focused on the admission examination for the euro, to be conducted by 31 

December (Article 109J). The examination was then postponed to 1998. The new single 

currency sparked great hopes. No attention was paid to Regulation 1466. This was an act 

that did not affect the examination. It related to a later period. The text specified its entry 

into force on 1 July 1998. The members would deal with it in due course, assuming they had 

passed the euro exam. 

 The text of the Regulation was reassuringly worded. It promised, in Article 3(1), strong, 

sustainable growth conducive to employment creation. If you wanted to quibble, this 
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“strong” growth was something more, and different, from what Article 2 of the Treaty 

required and promised. 

11. The Regulation procedure ended with the Council resolution of 7 July 1997. The 

member states took part in the Council with ministerial-level representatives authorized to 

commit their respective governments (Article 146 of the Treaty). If the member states might 

conceivably be excused for not having paid enough attention to the text of the Regulation at 

the time of the Council’s first resolution, before November 1996, in 1997 they should not 

have been able to ignore the fate that would befall them once they passed the examination. 

But in fact they failed to take an interest. 

One suspects that a role in this was played by an astute choice of dates. The Regulation was 

adopted, as noted, on 7 July 1997. This was the period when the Commission would begin 

to inspect the documentation submitted by the member states for the examination. On 25 

March 1998 the Commission issued its proposal to admit eleven of the twelve applicants. 

Spain was postponed to the next year. The Council of Heads of State and Government 

endorsed the Commission proposal. Regulation 1466 itself set the date of its entry into force 

at 1 July 1998 (Article 13). 

For what reason were the member states asked to adopt the Resolution before the 

examination was conducted and its results known, if it was to apply only to the states that 

would be admitted? “Dear Member State” (one can almost hear the application whisper), “if 

you don’t sign now, your admission to the euro could be problematic.” WASW THIS 

PIECE OF BLACKMAIL DUE TO THE ACCIDENTAL SERIES OF DATES OR 

DELIBERATE? 

12. Every currency, always, rests upon a legal order. It can be that of the free market, that of 

a collectivist economy, or that of a mixed economy. These diverse types nevertheless have 

an element in common. THE MANAGEMENT OF THE CURRENCY IS ALWAYS 

ASSIGNED TO THE HIGHEST POLITICAL AUTHORITY. In the free-market regime, 

the political authority is flanked by the head of the central bank. The euro is the first 

instance of a currency for which, under the Treaty, the highest political authorities, though 

participating in monetary management, are not exclusively responsible for it. Instead an 

abstract set of rules would play a dominant role in the management of the currency. The 

specificity of the new single currency would derive from the discipline to which the Treaty 

subjects it. 

 The currency governed by Regulation 1466/97 entered the market on 1st January 1999. 

If it is found that the rules laid down in the Regulation are different from, indeed opposed 

to, those of the Treaty, then we can only conclude that the euro in being since that date is a 

different currency from the one provided for in the Treaty. The currency envisaged and 

regulated in the Treaty is the only “genuine” euro. And as it was not launched either on the 

established date or on any other later date, the “genuine euro” is a currency that was never 

born. The currency that has usurped its name, been presented as if it were that of the Treaty 
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and accepted as such by the markets is a “false” money, a counterfeit that, concealing its real 

nature and identity, has stolen those of the genuine euro. 

13. The difference between the Treaty and Regulation 1466 turns on the constraint that is 

central to the rules. The Treaty sets an objective, growth in accordance with Article 2, whose 

attainment is entrusted to the economic policies of the individual member states, each of 

which was to take account of the concrete, specific conditions of its own economy. As the 

means to this end, economic policies could use, as necessary, debt up to the limits allowed 

by Article 104C, to be interpreted and applied by the criteria set in the indents and in 

paragraphs 2 and 3 of point 2 of that article. 

 THE REGULATION ABOLISHES ALL THIS. THE MEMBER STATES’ 

ECONOMIC POLICIES ARE CANCELLED. AS A CONSEQUENCE, EVERY 

POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION BY MEMBER STATES IS CANCELLED. The role 

assigned to the growth objective by the Treaty (Articles 102A, 103 and 104C), to be attained 

by the political activity of the member states, in compliance with Articles 2 ff. of the Treaty, 

is cancelled. The growth objective is eliminated and replaced by an outcome, namely 

budgetary balance in the medium term. Under the Treaty, the member states were to attain 

the growth objective, autonomously evaluating their countries’ limits, conditions and 

structures. The degree of attainment would necessarily differ from country to country and, 

within each country, from year to year. The outcome with which the Regulation replaces the 

objective was in principle the same for all countries and all years. If the existing structures or 

the monetary conditions were not such as to allow growth, the economic policy of the 

individual member state would have taken this into account. On the contrary, UNDER 

THE REGULATION IF STRUCTURES OR CONDITIONS WERE SUCH AS TO 

IMPEDE THE “OUTCOME” OF BUDGETARY BALANCE, THEN THE 

STRUCTURES HAVE TO BE MODIFIED AND THE CONDITIONS ALTERED. 

THE STATE CANNOT EVADE THE PEREMPTORY OBLIGATION OF 

BUDGETARY BALANCE. In short, the relationship between money and reality is turned 

upside-down. According to the Regulation, it is the real world that must adapt to the 

currency. 

14. We could stop here. For the purposes of demonstrating that the currency that entered 

the market on 1st January 1999 was a different currency from that planned by Pöhl, Delors 

or Carli, the foregoing is sufficient. The currency as governed by the Treaty was deemed by 

the man directly responsible and the main user, President Pöhl, to correspond to the pre-

existing German mark. Logically speaking, then, the “euro” in circulation today, insofar as it 

is governed by rules in conflict with that Treaty, cannot be deemed to be similar to the old 

mark. 

15. Doubts should have arisen at once over the ability of the euro instituted by the 

Regulation to produce economic growth. The mark had been a factor of growth. The “false 

euro” eliminated the powers and means that the member states could and should have used 

to generate growth. Nor did the Regulation institute any other powers or means in their 
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place. The growth effect, which would supposedly follow as the natural consequence of the 

obligation imposed permanently and indistinctly on all the member states, was simply 

asserted “axiomatically”. There was no confirmation of its validity in any actual historical 

experience. The public debt of the United Kingdom during the century of the industrial 

revolution and British imperial expansion exceeded the previous or contemporaneous debt 

of any other country. The public debt of the United States soared from 40 per cent of GDP 

in 1939 to over 100 per cent in 1945. Fifteen million unemployed found jobs. The United 

States emerged from the war as the world’s greatest political, military, economic and 

scientific power. 

If historical demonstrations are lacking, if objectively testable cause-and-effect arguments are 

not adduced, then belief in the axiomatic objective rests necessarily and solely on results. 

Since 1999, fifteen years have passed: a period that in present historical conditions can be 

considered long more than medium-term. 

The statistical outturns are unequivocal. Italy, Germany and France, in the four decades 

from 1950 to 1991 were the top three Western countries in terms of growth, with average 

annual GDP expansion of 4.36%, 4.05% and 3.86%, respectively (based on harmonized data 

from Maddison), ahead of the United States (3.45%) and Britain (2.08%). In the six years 

before the Maastricht Treaty (1987-1992), owing to the restrictive effects of the last phase of 

implementation of the Werner Plan, the three countries had growth rates of 2.68%, 2.05% 

and 2.91%. These results proved to be better than those achieved during the six-year 

transitional period of convergence (1.34%, 1.32% and 1.40%). In the fifteen years of the 

euro, since 1999, the averages have been 0.38%, 1.36% and 1.38%. Starting in 2000 the three 

European countries, in addition to the benefits of the physical elimination of customs 

stations, should have benefited from the elimination of transaction costs within the euro area 

and also from the expansion of the Union (thirteen new members) and the euro area (five 

additional members). Yet an unimpeachable source on the countries with the least economic 

growth in the decade from 2000 to 2010 puts Italy as third-worst, Germany as tenth-worst 

and France as fourteenth-worst (Pocket World in Figures, The Economist, 2013, p. 30). And more 

significantly still, no fewer than twelve European Union countries figure among the worst 

thirty-five. 

 In the same rankings for the previous decade, 1990-2000, not a single European country 

figured. One must conclude that some crucial factor in the economic depression in Europe, 

and in the euro area in particular, must have begun to operate just before or just after the 

turn of the century. Theoretically, this factor could be internal to the euro area or the EU 

just as easily as external. But another statistic rules out the “external” hypothesis. The 

average growth rate for world GDP from 1975 to 1995 was 2.8% (Human Development Report, 

1999). World population in 1997 was 5.7 billion; today it is over 7 billion. The world’s 

economic growth rate from 2004 to 2013 was better than 4%, topping 5% in 2006 (5.3%), 

2007 (5.4%) and 2010 (5.1%). The entire world is now marked by sustained rapid growth in 

all continents. In the euro area, the average growth rate from 1991 to 2003 was 2.2%. For 

2013 there will be a contraction of 2% (see also the Economic Report of the President, 2013, p. 

452). 
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 So the cause is internal to Europe. The new factor that came into play in 1999, or just 

before or after, is the market entry of the “false” euro governed by Regulation 1466/97 on 

1st January 1999. There is no doubt. Regulation 1466 is the prime, indeed the sole, cause of 

the economic depression in the single member states and in the entire euro area since that 

date. 

 

 

2. The de facto installation of a new regime: The suppression of democracy. 

 

16. There is one further, distinct direct effect of Regulation 1466, more significant than any 

other. This is the suppression of “democracy”. At the highest level, individual freedom is 

guaranteed. Legally, social rights are also guaranteed. But individual freedom and social 

rights are only preconditions for democracy, necessary but not sufficient. A regime can be 

called democratic only if individuals, together forming a single community, can together, in 

conditions of absolute equality, influence the political guidelines relating to the exercise of 

sovereignty or at any rate carrying priority. Given the current conditions of development, 

basic economic guidelines must be deemed to carry such priority. 

 Citizens can exert influence directly or indirectly. In large communities, the rule is 

indirect influence through voting. The vote must be given in conditions of equality, on the 

same day (possibly with exceptions for persons in particular conditions), under the same 

procedures, in known and predetermined places. 

 REGULATION 1466/97 ABOLISHED THE ONLY SPHERE OF POLITICAL 

ACTIVITY SUBJECT TO THE INFLUENCE OF THE CITIZENS OF THE 

INDIVIDUAL MEMBER STATES, NAMELY THE AREA OF ECONOMIC 

POLICIES THROUGH WHICH EACH MEMBER STATE COULD AND SHOULD 

HAVE TAKEN PART IN THE PURSUIT OF GROWTH IN ITS OWN INTEREST 

AND THAT OF THE UNION. The political jurisdiction of the member states, embodying 

a power, was not replaced by any other of equal political nature. Instead, member states were 

subjected to the obligation to achieve a specifically defined result (a balanced budget) as a 

matter of priority, and the same for all. Its attainment implies obligations and duties on an 

individual basis, subject to powers of surveillance, controls and directives, and with 

prescribed characteristics and objectives. 

 With the suppression of any sphere of political decision, the corresponding sphere of 

expansion of the democratic principle vanishes. 

 The lines of march of the Union and its members are traced out. In the component of 

the general conditions of development that influences all the others, and which is 

accordingly to be considered as carrying absolute priority, namely the economy, 

“governments have to do their homework”. The democratic institutions envisaged by the 

constitutional order of each country no longer serve any purpose. Political parties can exert 

no influence whatever. Strikes and lockouts have no effect. Violent demonstrations cause 

additional damage but leave the predetermined policy directives unscathed. Demonstrative 
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actions such as camping out atop construction cranes for days or weeks on end, even the 

extreme gesture of suicide to protest against the indignity of being unable to pay one’s 

workers or to provide for the needs of one’s family, are totally without effect. 

 Grumbling, idle chatter are free, unrepressed, but first they weaken, then disappear. 

They are highly effective, instead, in combating authoritarian regimes, even overturning 

them (even anti-regime jokes have their weight!). But in the EU+euro regime, these are 

private freedoms, shorn of all public impact. You can’t overthrow a government if, as 

regards the basic economic questions, the government does not exist. Words, and deeds, are 

vain; they fall in a void. 

17. The elimination of this level of political power and action has an additional 

consequence. The lack of a general political power, and its lack in all the aspects bearing on 

sovereignty and fundamental principles, means that all the acts of the decision-making 

bodies and their heads are subject to rules, single or in combination, that define their nature 

and object, that determine whether, how and when they can be realized. The system proves 

to be made up of single constrictive circumstances, bearing on conduct from which the 

movement of individual parts or the whole organism derives. 

 It follows that as guidelines and the overall movement of the system are removed from 

the sphere of “political,” i.e. free, decision, the system is self-protecting. The only 

developments possible derive from the set of predetermined patterns of behavior. The 

organism has become an automaton. A supercomputer can perform calculations possible in 

no other way. But in order to do so, it must be designed and programmed for that purpose. 

The EU+euro area machine has options. But these are options that can only be exercised 

within spheres, under conditions, on a calendar and by procedures that are directly or 

indirectly predetermined. If errors were made in designing the machine and the machine 

does damage, the damage will continue to be produced as long as the machine works. It will 

keep working, and keep on doing damage, until it implodes. 

18. Every effect, once produced, is transformed into the cause of other effects. The effects 

of Regulation 1466, given their importance and duration, underlie several distinct series of 

causes which themselves produce effects at every level that are independent but also to some 

extent cumulative and interwoven. 

 A first effect flows from the procedures used to get the Regulation adopted, all of which 

were designed to prevent perception of the vast scope of its innovations. In force as of 1 

July 1998 (Article 13), it was to be applied only starting 1 January 1999.  The stability 

programmes had to be presented before 1 March (Article 4). If the intention was to prevent 

the diffusion of awareness of the Regulation, the mission was accomplished 100 per cent. 

Even today the existence, the nature and the effects of the Regulation are not generally 

known to the heads of the offices whose powers in the single member states are affected. 

One presumes that the ministers at the Council that approved the Commission’s proposal 

on 18 October 1996 (Official Journal C/368/96) and approved the definitive text on 7 July 
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1997 were not even marginally aware of the scope of their vote in representation of their 

governments. 

 Once the economic slump began to take hold after January 1999, no one thought of 

Regulation 1466, whose rules, and then principles, have remained in effect for fifteen years. 

As the original cause was unknown, like the additional causes arising year by year consequent 

to the cumulative effects, there arose additional effects that are now plain to see. Economists 

around the world, including an array of Nobel laureates, bombard us with advice and 

recipes. Euro-area and European Union experts do likewise. But not knowing and being 

unable to locate the cause – a highly singular and unforeseeable cause, to be sure – all they 

do is set out the results they would like to achieve (the usual laundry list: more jobs, support 

for firms, demand stimulus, easing the tax burden, relaunching economic growth, and so 

on). No one explains how to get there, with what means. 

 But someone must be responsible. It being impossible to get to the true origin of our 

ills, blame is placed always on the usual suspects: the politicians, waste, health spending, the 

inefficiency of government, red tape, tax evasion, etc. And since it is the government that 

should but does not eliminate these ills, ultimately it is always government that is held 

responsible. The previous governments and then, nor could it be otherwise, the government 

currently in office. But the government, poor thing, until the country is freed from the cage 

in which it is locked with the restoration of sovereign political powers, can do nothing 

whatever. 

19. The effects produced by earlier effects turned into causes are countless. First of all, great 

confusion. Then, the diversity of effects between one country and another. Germany, which 

had the currency after which the euro was to be patterned, and which was taken as the 

model for convergence, suffered no new harm from stability. Probably forgone profits did 

more damage, but this is less easily perceptible. And this is enough for Germany to be 

deemed responsible for the constrictive measures to which the other countries are subject. 

The result is envy, resentment, even hatred. On the other side, Germany looks at the weaker 

countries with a sense of superiority, suspicion, even contempt. The European treaties exalt 

cohesion. It has not been achieved. And if the current regime persists, it probably never will 

be.  

 With calls for action flooding in from all around the world, the European Union’s 

decision-making bodies could hardly remain inert. Growth, as the result of budget balance 

imposed by universal norms, was the effect of an axiom. This is analogous to the practice of 

medicine right up to the end of the 18th century: lacking the instruments to determine the 

origin of maladies, in the presence of grave symptoms of unknown cause, doctors ordered 

purges and blood-letting. If the first application brought no relief, the cure was intensified,  

and then again and yet again. This is what is happening now in Europe. Since the expected 

growth has not been realized, it is deduced that the stability principle has not been applied 

with the requisite rigor. So in the wake of the first Regulation a second was issued 

(Regulation 1055/2005), then a third (Regulation 1175/2011), and finally the Fiscal 

Compact. Ultimately, to be sure that the prescription is followed, it is provided that 
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structural changes can be prescribed and imposed from outside – simply depriving the 

government of its powers in favor of a sort of special administrator! 

20. In the fifteen years since January 1999, a series of new treaties have been ratified and 

gone into effect: Nice, Amsterdam, Lisbon. The treaties are full of emphatic assertions. A 

string of new bodies have been created (abundance was fashionable). De facto, the rules 

continued to be those laid down in Regulation 1466/97 as amended by its successors. Where 

possible, the Regulation was further strengthened with carefully placed words, but always 

avoiding excessive visibility. In fifteen years a body of hundreds of acts has been built up, at 

the level of new rules or implementation, with the participation of a good number of people 

responsible for European functions both in the Union itself and in the member countries. 

Many politicians and administrators have advanced their careers. They have been heads of 

the offices with primary responsibilities and powers at European or domestic level. Their 

presence in positions connected with the Union or the euro is reassuring, inspiring hope and 

trust: one more obstacle to understanding how matters actually stand! 

 One additional effect – last but certainly not least – of this tangle is a “power vacuum”. 

The vacuum is filled by institutions and administrators at European and national level 

positioned so as to take advantage. So we have the heads of Community bodies giving 

unrequested lessons to the governments of member states. The same is done, and at times 

with still greater authority, by the heads of other member state bodies. In every country 

administrative entities, especially at the highest levels, expand into contiguous areas, 

sometimes even to lower levels. 

 The confusion is great, the noise is deafening. But the political automaton of Europe 

and the euro continues to produce a steady flow of negative results and, with tranquility and 

indifference, proceeds undisturbed, inexorably along the course that has been imposed upon 

it.  

21. Let me make one final remark on what happened on 1st January 1999. Political theory 

distinguishes between two types of event: the de facto installation of a new government (i.e. a 

change in the wielders of the highest public power) and the de facto institution of a new 

regime. 

 What we call “democracy” is (and must be) the basic principle of the regime of the 

member states of the European Union. Democracy was suppressed in 1999 in the euro area 

and in the states without a derogation. In these member states, the right and power to help 

determine growth through economic policy action was cancelled, their citizens denied the 

power to affect the obligations to which their country, hence they themselves, are subject. In 

the euro area as such, this power is non-existent because no political body is envisaged with 

responsibility before all the citizens of the communities that make it up.  

 What happened can only be termed the “de facto institution of a new regime”, as in 

France in 1789 or Russia in 1917. But with a difference. The French Revolution, asserting 

the principles of individual liberty and freedom of enterprise, unleashed enormous latent 

energies. The collectivist Bolshevik Revolution created constraints even more stringent than 
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the old shackles it was intended to eliminate. The French and Russian revolutions, 

introducing new regimes, also imposed a new type of political ruler. The revolution of the 

“false euro,” embodying the principle of stability, has forged a self-referential regime. In the 

Soviet Union, self-referentiality embraced most of the organization, but not the top 

leadership. Furthermore, the Soviet regime proclaimed the seizure of power by the 

proletariat. The stability regime, by contrast, lacks a top political authority and, the objective 

of growth having been set aside, what rules, as an unfathomable and absolute deity, is an 

abstract principle which generates an inexorable movement to depression and in the end, 

perhaps, implosion. 

22. Another consideration needs to be pondered carefully. It could tell against the tardy 

application of the rules on the single currency laid down in the Maastricht Treaty and now in 

the Lisbon Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union. With hindsight we can now 

see that the requirement that the new currency resemble the Deutschemark was vitiated by 

an “error”: it took account of internal but not of external stability. The German national 

community was tightly cohesive. For nearly a century Germany had had the strongest and 

most advanced welfare state in the world. Cooperative agreements between businesses and 

workers were in effect both at the level of central political bodies and in institutional form 

within enterprises. No account was taken of the external environment, which until that time 

had been stable. External stability had reigned for half a century and more. It appeared to be 

natural, and destined to endure. Actually, it was the product of highly particular historical 

circumstances, the division of the world into two hostile blocs: the free world, with its free 

market regime, and the collectivist bloc grouping the countries whose organization was to 

varying degree patterned after the USSR. Within the Soviet bloc, international relations and 

regulations were themselves rigid to an extent. 

It was external stability that guaranteed internal stability, which constituted not only the 

objective but at the same time the prerequisite for the success of the German economy and 

the German currency. But just in the years when the Single European Act and the Treaty on 

European Union were signed, that external stability began to waver. By 1999 it would be 

entirely gone. Today, the state of the outside world is the exact contrary of stability. 

23. Adam Smith contended that the twofold event consisting in the discovery of the 

Americas and the opening of the sea route to the Indies was the greatest revolution in the 

history of the world. And he was right. Yet the revolution now under way, as it has evolved 

in the last three decades, has broadly surpassed that predecessor in terms of innovation, 

breadth of results, and the speed with which they have come. 

 What has happened in the world since around 1982? It all began with information 

technology. Silicon Valley, where this innovation arose, had used it to develop the “star 

wars” defense project. The Department of Defense sensed its strategic importance and its 

potential to restore US technological primacy, which had weakened from the position of 

absolute dominance in the aftermath of World War II. 
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The Reagan Administration backed this project, and within the span of a couple of decades 

nothing would be the same as before. A few of the countless developments will be 

mentioned below (detailed treatment would take us far off course). But one recent, highly 

significant manifestation perhaps deserves pride of place. While billions of people live and 

struggle around our planet, a tiny group of men and women are living together in an orbiting 

space station. They live there for fixed but increasingly long periods of time. They come 

from a wide variety of countries. They coexist peacefully and in orderly fashion. Space 

shuttles regularly bring new astronauts or cosmonauts to take the place of those who have 

completed their missions. They bring supplies. “Earthlings” have created a minuscule 

satellite, a tiny planet that orbits the Earth and is in “human” contact with it. This is an 

utterly extraordinary novelty. 

24. The factors of growth, hence of the great revolution now under way, form distinct 

series. Their effects are consolidated, crossed, integrated, as is always the case when several 

factors are at work in the same environment. In this case the number of factors is enormous 

and the environment is the entire globe. 

 A first causal chain involves changes among individuals and their communities. All 

people, wherever they are, can now have ready access to all kinds of information – cultural, 

scientific, technical, political, social, and so on. Everyone can communicate, with a vast range 

of instruments, all around the world in real time. Every kind of relationship – scientific, 

work, or other – can benefit from organizational and productive cooperation between 

persons in locations far removed from one another. You can travel freely almost everywhere. 

Goods are shipped around the world in massive volume at great speed. Thanks to these and 

other transformations, lifestyles and customs have been radically altered everywhere and very 

largely standardized. This affects consumption, hence production, products, services, and the 

human footprint on particular territories and on the globe itself. 

25. A separate causal chain bears on institutions. A very active part has been played by an 

institution whose origins date back to the 1960s and which has gained steadily in importance. 

A protagonist in its own right in the current transformations, this institution goes by the 

name “international finance”. It is a system that operates outside the control of central 

banks. The persons that make it up have not all been precisely identified. It includes “funds” 

instituted by national governments and known as “sovereigns”, but not pursuing specific 

public aims. It would appear that these institutions and their instruments can be grouped 

under the umbrella term “derivatives”. International finance is charged with an infinite range 

of responsibilities. Its specific “purpose” is profit. What it makes is reinvested. International 

finance includes illegal groups trafficking in drugs, human beings, women and children, 

organs, and so on, to invest and launder their massive gains. Of late, a new product – 

electronic money – has gained a certain currency. Its issuers and managers remain unknown. 

 International finance presumably played a role of some importance – but one that it has 

successfully concealed – in drafting the new rules for the EU and the euro: in particular as 

regards the principles of freedom of enterprise, the elimination of governmental powers in 
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the economic sphere, the opening of markets, the reduction of customs tariffs, and more. 

And international finance was decisive in making available to the markets the massive 

resources necessary for an enormous volume of investment. 

 At institutional level, one of the greatest – and unforeseen – novelties was the opening 

to the market of some Chinese coastal regions in 1978, soon to be followed by others. This 

was the decision of Deng Xiaoping, the leader who managed, after Mao, to get all power 

into his own hands. Signs of this reawakening had gone before. Beginning in the early 1980s, 

as decades earlier Mao’s “Long March” to power had taken place, China began a “great 

march” to economic development and growth. Now with a population of 1.3 billion, China 

has achieved economic growth rates of 9 per cent and more, shooting up the international 

rankings from number 98 (mid-level development) in 1997 (Human Development Report, 1999) 

to become the world’s second largest economy today. 

 In 1990 the two Germanies were united. In 1991 the Soviet Union imploded. In 1986 

the Single European Act was signed, to be followed in 1992 by the Treaty on European 

Union. A relatively neglected clause, but one whose influence on the global transformation 

would be substantial if not decisive, was Article 110, which reads that “the Union shall 

contribute to the harmonious development of world trade, the progressive abolition of 

restrictions on international trade and the lowering of customs barriers.” 

 The European Union’s message was received. In the 1994 Uruguay Round, the complex 

negotiations for uniform customs duties on most goods traded internationally were 

concluded. On 1st January 1995 the World Trade Organization came into being. 

26. We have already mentioned the availability of sufficient liquidity for any volume of 

investment and the general lowering of customs barriers. Another factor was the 

transformation of the former Soviet republics into independent states. These new countries 

had a considerable quantity of residual nuclear fuel, as well as reserves of oil and other raw 

materials. Meanwhile former colonies in Asia and much of Africa had gained their own 

independence. It was soon realized that these countries possessed enormous wealth, not 

only oil but also “rare” materials, whose exploitation and consequent high prices were the 

fruit of amazing scientific innovations. The new states also had extensive territory, suitable 

for the production of agricultural commodities of interest to other countries, above all 

China.  

 In addition these newly independent countries, and also China and India, had apparently 

inexhaustible reserves of extremely cheap manpower. Another factor, and no secondary one, 

in the process was the emergence of the rich Gulf states where the world’s oil greatest oil 

reserves were found. In the past they had made little local use of these resources, both for 

cultural reasons and for lack of labor. In the new global atmosphere, they drastically changed 

their approach and engaged in gigantic urban projects that changed their culture and 

lifestyles. They were able to draw on the enormous reserves of cheap labor around the globe, 

above all South and East Asia. 
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27. As we have reiterated, every effect produced by antecedent causes becomes the 

immediate and necessary cause of further effects. The brief foregoing remarks on the broad 

outlines of the “great revolution” of which the world is simultaneously the architect and the 

user, comprise three distinct series of effects. The first is the radical transformation of 

economic geography. The Economist’s “World in Figures” (2013, p. 30) lists the 54 fastest-

growing economies in the decade 2000-2010. These are countries – beginning with No. 1 

(Equatorial Guinea, with an average annual growth rate of 17.0%) – whose very names may 

be unfamiliar to some. The next nine countries have average rates of 9%, the first six 

topping 10% and the others ranging from 8% to 9%. The list includes China (sixth) and 

India (twentieth). The only European country on the list is Albania (5.5%), one of the 

continent’s handful of non-EU members. The Americas contribute three fast-growth 

economies (Panama, Peru and the Dominican Republic). All the others are in Africa or Asia. 

 Turning to the second series of indirect effects, we see that the new technologies have 

been exploited also by terrorist groups (the attacks on the World Trade Center and the 

Pentagon on 11 September 2001) and mass movements featuring not only religious but 

other ideologies, with actions that have revolutionized entire regions (the “Arab spring”) and 

that, at global level, may taken on terrorist characteristics. 

 The third series of side effects comprises the modification of the political geography of 

the world, like that of its economic geography. With the implosion of the USSR, the United 

States – which had already regained world primacy in innovation and military power in the 

1980s – “proclaimed” itself to be the world’s sole superpower. And in that period it truly 

was. The US abused this power. Forgetting the lesson of Vietnam, it became embroiled in 

conflicts in Asia. American prestige was compromised. Nor was that the most important 

problem. For decades now the United States has run a balance-of-trade deficit, balancing the 

current account by selling dollars, which have been purchased and held as reserves all over 

the world. The dollar is the currency that central banks have long preferred in building up 

their reserves. Since the end of World War II the main holders of dollar reserves had been 

three solid US allies, Germany, Japan and Italy. For a few years now, however, the leading 

creditor has been China, America’s main competitor. In 2011, China’s reserves amount to 

$2,087,326 million dollars (Economic Report of the President, 2013, p. 451). 

 The two countries, debtor and creditor, are bound together. The creditor has an interest 

in not devaluing its claim. The debtor wants to make sure nothing happens to induce the 

creditor to sell. Now add the fact that the same ideological and other pressures that drove 

Europe to tie itself to the principle of budget stability have led the United States, whose 

debt/GDP ratio, probably for reasons of defense spending, has risen to107.7% (Economic 

Report of the President, 2013, p. 418), to set its own debt ceiling. For different reasons, the 

United States finds itself in difficulties analogous to those of the euro area. The United 

States and China are flanked by other countries of respectable size and economic power, 

some allied with the one, some with the other. 

 This world geography, given present circumstances, can hardly be considered reassuring. 
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28. Now let us put all the factors together, side by side. Abundant liquidity, masses of cheap 

labor, the race to control raw materials, some “rare”, and farmland. Demand, goods and 

liquidity, and the related interests, shift rapidly from place to place, sector to sector. 

Variations in exchange rates among the main currencies are reflected in commercial and 

productive sectors that are neither adjacent nor related. No one can know the moves of all 

the others. The role that Europe is now playing in the world, as others have observed, is far 

removed from its tradition. Europe is the leading buyer of American goods and services. It is 

the market where US multinationals make their greatest profits. It is the principal foreign 

investor in the US (Economic Report of the President, 2012, p. 131 ff., and 2013, p. 46). If the 

European economy is sluggish or, worse, in a permanent slump, then both the American and 

the Chinese economies will slow down. And the contagion will spread to other countries. 

For centuries if not millennia the exporter of civilization, Europe is now appreciated as the 

prime importer of other countries’ goods and services. 

 To buy, you must produce. Europe’s capacity to do so is unquestionable. Simply as an 

example, Europe is the world’s leading exporter of manufactures. A detail makes these 

reflections still more interesting. Germany, France and Italy, though beginning at different 

times and from different initial conditions, are three countries that realized the welfare state 

model extensively and also those that achieved the highest growth rates from 1950 to 1991. 

The welfare state formula, unwittingly, has overturned Marx’s prophecy of the 

proletarianization of the bourgeoisie; instead it is the proletariat that has turned bourgeois. 

In a well developed welfare state the borderline between the two groups becomes blurred. 

Economic welfare and the related lifestyles that the proletariat aspired to, those of the 

middle and lower-middle classes, have now largely been attained. 

 It can be taken for granted that on 1 November 1993, when the Maastricht Treaty went 

into force, the three main continental countries were still under the effect of the glorious 

advance of the previous four decades. At that time some 70 per cent of the population of 

France, Germany and Italy had a standard of living on a par with the middle and lower-

middle class. This corresponded to some 130 or 140 million household spending units. 

Middle-class spending units and the like are the natural market for durable goods for 

individual and household use and for mass consumer products, especially foods and minor 

manufactures, plus day-to-day services. 

 Turning to the import statistics, we find that the sectors in which European imports 

from the US and China fell most sharply between 2009 and 2011 were farm products and 

manufactures, with declines of 21 per cent in imports from the US and 30 or 31 per cent in 

those from China. For the United States, one must also consider the decrease in the profits 

of American multinationals in the European mass consumer market. Other sectors too have 

felt the impact of the decline. The impoverishment of European beneficiaries of the welfare 

state has repercussions on the US and Chinese economy. Who would have imagined it? 
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29. Let us pursue another, totally different reflection. The role assigned to Europe in the 

global concert, namely that of prime purchaser, is distressing. But in the present situation it 

may also have a positive side. International finance, fearing a general slowdown in world 

trade, may have an interest in not weakening Europe any further, given the relative 

importance of European demand for both the United States and China. This might be the 

reason for the easing of the financial markets’ pressure on the EU government securities, 

including at long term, at a time when these countries’ economic performance would 

warrant the contrary. This is pure hypothesis. But it refers to a sector whose very nature 

precludes the possibility of obtaining reliable data. So it is a hypothesis that could well prove, 

in the end, to be correct. 

30. A single objective may attract interests larger than it can accommodate. The creation and 

bursting of speculative bubbles cannot be ruled out. The world has developed conditions, 

indeed a general climate, that could be compared, on a larger scale, to the saga of the 

American West. But then there was a US federal government. Undesirables could be kept 

out. Now there are uncontrolled forces capable of suddenly roiling the waters. And there is 

no central government. 

 The two-power system of US and China, with the convergence of Brazil, Russia, India 

and others, does not appear to have the strength to impose a return to order in the event of 

unexpected rupture. A link is missing. 

 

 

3. What to do? 

 

31. It is hard to say. There is one obstacle that can be considered decisive. Other, related 

obstacles are added. 

 The decisive obstacle is the direct consequence of the lack of a political authority at the 

highest level. The EU and the euro area constitute a complex political “automaton”. The 

administrators, at all levels including the highest, must observe and enforce the rules. This is 

what the top officials should have done between 1996 and 1999. They did not. 

Unfortunately, they are doing it now. They are obliged to. 

 To escape from automaton status a new coup d’état would be required to create a new 

(democratic) regime or at least to belatedly restore the one abrogated in 1999. This appears 

unlikely. 

32. One obstacle, already mentioned, could be the involvement of the current holders of 

high office in the Union and in the member states in the passage of the acts by which the 

1999 coup was carried out (but given the time that has elapsed since, this should mean a 

fairly limited group of persons), or in the adoption and issue of implementing rules or acts 

deriving from Regulation 1466/97 and its successors, or who applied it, when it was their 

institutional duty to prevent its adoption or to undo its effects. And this is probably a large 

group.  
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 The question needs to be examined not only for the European Union as such but also, 

perhaps primarily, for the single member states without a derogation. Yet past involvement 

in the approval or execution of illegal acts on the part of those holding high public office in 

the member states could be transformed from obstacle to favorable factor. Many people, 

especially in recent years, have been influenced by precedent, believing in good faith that 

they are obliged to follow it. Discovering the “truth” and stimulated by the present positions 

of authority, they themselves may step forward as the leading actors of an innovative 

restoration. 

33. The stricken state of the economy has affected the governing class and common 

conduct. Today’s governing class feels the lack of political prospects, given the “automaton” 

status of political action. Will anyone be prepared to raise the flag of “revolution,” i.e. to do 

what has to be done to open to doors to the future (rebirth)? Yes, it is possible. In 1945 

Britain, America and the Soviet Union continued to be governed by the architects of victory. 

Germany, Italy and also to some extent France had a new governing class. Some of these 

men were unknown, initially. They would discharge their collective responsibility with 

success and prestige. It is great historical emergencies that create great leaders, not great men 

who forge events. When the prospects are there, an experienced politician, a young but 

already successful leader, or even a totally new figure can play the role of protagonist. 

34. Can the system be liberated from its automaton status, legally? 

 The nature of automaton is bound up with the peculiarities of the particular system. To 

disentangle the components, we must first identify the prime principal in effect before the 

system was turned into an automaton and compare it with that in place afterward. The prime 

principal is to be deduced from the rules in effect. What is the “legal” order now in force? It 

is the Lisbon Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, signed on 13 December 

2007 and in effect as of 1 December 2009. This is the supreme, highest source of law. It 

abrogates all earlier legislation not compatible with it, of equal or lower rank. With 

immediate effect it precludes the observance of lower-ranking subsequent acts, if 

incompatible. It prevails over all subsequent acts. Articles 120, 121 and 126 of the Lisbon 

Treaty literally transcribe Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Maastricht Treaty.  

 It is not enough, however, to have precisely defined existing law. It is further necessary 

that there be formed a solid, widespread general conviction on this point. It follows, to begin 

with, that no public legal agent at whatever level must let himself be unduly influenced by 

false idols or undue respect. Impositions, suggestions, even simple expressions of opinion 

that derive from legal principles or the application of norms and acts not traceable to the 

Lisbon Treaty must be firmly rejected. One must be implacable in demanding that any and 

every act or expression of opinion on the part of functionaries of the Union or of single 

member states who undertake initiatives or make statements concerning member states 

other than their own specify in formal and precise fashion the Treaty clause upon which they 

consider their action to be based. If this indication is not correct, they must be firmly asked 

to recognize the error, and the possibility of establishing legal liability must be left open.  
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 After fifteen years of widespread, dominant illegality, the first and absolutely necessary 

step must be to bring all public actions back into the sphere of observance of legality. 

 

 

4. How to do it? 

 

35. Restoring democracy and propagating belief in the necessity of returning to legality are 

necessary steps. But time is of the essence. Decisions are needed, but if they are tardy they 

may no longer be sufficient, possibly not even suitable. 

 All the member states, including those with a derogation, may be interested in the 

question. The seventeen countries without a derogation are implicated most directly. They 

could decide to put their sovereignty in common by creating a new political entity for the 

management of a new, specially created common currency. No provision of the Treaty on 

the Functioning of the European Union prohibits this. The member states retain full 

sovereignty. They can make full and free use of it, providing only that they not violate 

European law. The common currency created by these states would be legal tender within 

the Union, like the national currencies of individual member states, such as sterling or the 

Swedish krona. The original Treaty on European Union and its successors make no 

distinction between the currencies of the member states without a derogation on the basis of 

the size or characteristics of their economies. 

 There are two problems, however. The first is urgency. If agreement is not reached 

quickly, it could easily come too late. The list of countries that are getting alarmingly near the 

breaking point is lengthening. An implosion, of one or of more countries, would exacerbate 

the divisions. 

 The second problem is the failure to achieve “cohesion”. Germany, the member state 

with the largest population and the strongest economy, did not have to undergo any 

significant changes to its makeup. It was one of the three economies forming the model on 

which the others were to converge. It has suffered considerable harm in the form of forgone 

profit. The other countries, whose forgone profit has generally been minimal, have 

undergone significant new, emerging damage. 

 To some extent the difference in outcomes has damaged relations. The optimal solution 

will be reached. But it will take time. 

36. This result, while theoretically attainable by the seventeen euro-area countries, could be 

reached faster and more easily, in practice, by a smaller group. There would still be 

difficulties, but of a different sort. The individual euro-area countries, if they decided to act 

on their own, would be vulnerable to the pressures of the markets and also that of non-EU 

countries aspiring to gain economic or political control over them. The minimum, 

presupposing the formation of a common political authority, would be an economy large 

enough to respond adequately to outside pressures. Theoretically, one might suggest an 

aggregate GDP that would rank sixth or seventh in the world. 
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There are three countries without a derogation for which the distance from the point of no 

return has shortened alarmingly. Obviously, no names will be named here. But we can talk 

about Italy. For the country to reach the point of no return, a considerable distance still has 

to be traveled, or at least so one hopes. Together with another three hypothetical euro-area 

economies, we would have an entity ranking tenth in the world in population and probably 

fourth in GDP. Including France, it would be fifth or sixth in population and second only to 

the US in GDP. 

37. Why Italy and why France? 

 Italy has been a beacon of civilization for millennia. First, all of Rome united all of 

Europe, for centuries, under its empire. Then, in the course of the later Middle Ages, though 

divided and partially subject to foreign powers, Italy gained a position of cultural pre-

eminence first with Humanism and then with the Renaissance, accompanied by an 

exceptional economic flowering and also, in some of Italy’s states, military and political 

power as well. Save for marginal episodes in a period of authoritarianism, Italy never sought 

to prevail over neighboring countries by force of arms. 

 France has been the European country best known throughout the world for a thousand 

years and more now. King Louis IX was already known in Mongolia when the Dutch 

Franciscan William of Rubruck asked permission to present himself to Möngke Khan, heir 

to Genghis Khan, in the King’s name. He visited the Khan in Karakorum in 1253, decades 

before Marco Polo’s first voyage. Was it pure chance that the court jeweler was French? Or 

that the jeweler’s son served as interpreter in a debate between Rubruck, the local Muslim 

leader, and the representative of indigenous religions? 

 France was among the first countries to get word of the perilous approach of 

Tamerlane, who was at first a de facto ally, for having defeated and taken prisoner the feared 

enemy of the Crusaders, the Ottoman ruler Beyazit, but nevertheless remained a potential 

threat. Tamerlane sent an ambassador to the King of France: he too had sensed the need to 

know more about the strength of his probable next adversary before adventuring towards 

Europe. In the end he chose to move against China, but died before getting there. 

 Peter the Great of Russia visited France in person to study its administrative 

organization. This was the origin of the czarist bureaucracy, which centuries later would 

produce collectivism. Marie Thérèse of Austria, in her turn, sought to learn from the great 

institutions of France: the Academy, theaters, museums, and administration. This would be 

the pattern for the Habsburg administration, renowned for its efficiency even in the non-

Germanic parts of the empire.  

 Until Napoleon Bonaparte, France had never used military force to occupy neighboring 

states. An exception was the Angevin reign in southern Italy. But other powers too had 

invaded and taken over parts of Italy: Frederick Barbarossa, Spain with its centuries-long 

domination of the South, and the Habsburgs in the North. Napoleon’s pan-European dream 

failed. But he left his indelible mark in the introduction of the system of civil law, the Civil 

Code adopted by most of Europe, whose rules governing relations between private parties 
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replaced those of the “common law,” heir to the Justinian Code, itself the descendant of 

Roman law, which ruled all of Europe for centuries.  

 In the course of its history France was governed for considerable periods by foreigners: 

the Italian cardinal Mazarin and two important queens Catherine and Marie de Medici. Three 

of France’s historical personages, who ruled at length, de facto, as potent prime ministers, 

were also honored with the cardinal’s cap, a privilege that no other European state could 

boast: Mazarin and Richelieu, of course, but also a third, De Fleury, first preceptor and later, 

as a practical matter, prime minister to Louis XV, who may have been no less important 

than Richelieu or Mazarin for the long period of peace that he managed to secure for the 

country. 

 Defeated in the Franco-Prussian war in 1870, France demonstrated its civic, cultural and 

political primacy in the Universal Exposition that came shortly thereafter. Until it was 

supplanted by New York after World War II, Paris was the world’s great city par excellence. 

These may be small things, but they demonstrate well enough France’s capability to 

represent Europe. To say nothing of the contributions of Schumann, Monnet, Barre and 

Delors to the European construction. 

38. Step by step, we near the objective. If a select group of countries succeeded in creating a 

single political power to manage the single currency, this would be trail-blazing. Others 

would soon join, and eventually all. The initial aggregation of a small group would facilitate 

experimentation with organizational forms, leading to the definitive choices. 

 The next step requires overcoming further difficulties. Earlier, we posed the question 

whether under the Maastricht and now the Lisbon Treaty a member without a derogation, 

which passed the original admission test for the euro, if it finds it in current circumstances to 

be in its interest to do so, may ask on an individual basis to be shifted from the “no 

derogation” to the “derogation” rules. The answer is “yes”. Admission to the euro depends 

on a voluntary decision. The country acquires a right that it can waive. No term is specified 

for the status of country with a derogation, which is open not only to countries that do not 

satisfy the eligibility requirements but also to those that meet the requirements but do not 

want membership. It is hard to see how the with-derogation regime could be denied to 

countries that participated enthusiastically in the single currency but then realized that they 

had not reaped the benefits the Union had promised, i.e. growth as specified in Article 2 of 

the Treaty. 

 Shifting to the with-derogation regime requires solving problems of application, above 

all setting the exchange rate between the new common currency and the euro. These are 

familiar problems; they arise whenever a new state is admitted to the European Union. And 

the process of determining the exchange rate for a currency common to several euro-exempt 

states would also provide the proper forum for friendly resolution of the question of 

compensation to each exempt state for the damage done by the illegal imposition of rules on 

the euro that violate those agreed to with the stipulation of the Treaty on European Union. 
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 There is another, harder problem as well. “Democracy” requires equality between all 

those who share in influencing the exercise of political power, which is responsible for the 

common currency and the common economy. At election time, with equal voting rights, all 

citizens participate in a single entity, the same for everyone. In that moment, as regards the 

policy orientation that will emerge and to which they will be subject, all implicitly and 

necessarily will have left their old political entity to enter the common one, which is by 

definition everyone’s. With the vote, which fully corresponds to the democratic principle, 

the citizen is no longer part of his original nation. Instead, all citizens take part in the 

consolidation of the new, European nation. Some national identities in Europe are relatively 

recent. They are the fruit of struggle and sacrifice. Discarding them is no easy matter, even 

for the sake of a historic advance. Other identities within Europe, they too the fruit of 

struggle and sacrifice, are more apparent than real. The example of the Roman Empire is 

emblematic. Some of the greatest emperors were not Roman, not even Italian. The new 

identity, at a higher level, does not erase the old one; it supplements it. 

 

 

5. By way of conclusion. 

 

39. By way of this series of steps we have now come to the conclusions. For clarity, let us 

recapitulate. 

 The European system is based on a set of precisely defined pillars: 

a) Member states retain their identity and their sovereignty. 

b) The Union has no  political authority at the highest level. 

c) A huge single market was formed, based on the principles of free enterprise, free 

movement of all components, opening to world trade to all sources of stimulation. 

d) The Union’s principal objective is harmonious and balanced development of 

economic activities, sustainable and non-inflationary growth respecting the 

environment and a series of other criteria specified in Article 2 of the Treaty on 

European Union. 

e) A new currency would be created (it would be the “euro”) to produce results 

equivalent to those of the German mark. Unlike the mark, the new currency would not 

be managed by a political government flanked by an authoritative central bank. An 

appropriate legal system to guarantee the new currency’s equivalence to the mark 

would have to be “invented”. The system was that resulting from the combination of 

Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Treaty on European Union. 

f) The EU member states were not obliged to adopt the new currency. They would 

be divided into two groups, those governed by the euro rules and those retaining their 

old currencies. The latter were defined as “states with a derogation”. The Treaty 

articles not applying to them were specified. The states without a derogation were 

those that would institute the euro currency. All the general rules of the Treaty would 

apply to them. 
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g) Adoption of the euro was voluntary. The euro would be the “common” currency 

of the states accepting it. To be admitted, member states would have to undergo a 

process of “convergence” and a final examination to verify and ratify the achievement 

of sufficient convergence. 

h) The states adopting the euro have the right to request and to be granted coverage 

by the with-derogation regime, especially where the request is motivated by serious 

dissatisfaction with the way in which the Union and the euro area have been managed 

and the resulting damage. 

i) The examination for admission to the euro was carried out on 3 May 1998. 

Eleven countries qualified and a twelfth, given with-derogation status, would be 

admitted the next year. The European Union now numbers 28 members, 17 in the 

euro area and 11 with derogation. 

More by way of conclusion 

A) OBSERVATIONS ON THE FORMAL PLANE: 

a1) The launch of the common currency of the eleven countries that qualified was 

scheduled for 1st January 1999. That was the date on which the full regime, that 

enshrined in Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Treaty on European Union, would 

apply. 

a2) On that date, the launch of the euro, the currency governed by the Treaty, did 

not happen. The currency regulated by the Treaty on European Union, for which the 

German government had fought so vigorously and whose adoption it had made a 

condition for its own adherence, was never born. 

a3) Instead, under the name “euro”, generating the fallacious impression that this 

was the currency created and regulated by the Treaty on European Union, a currency 

subject to different rules was created and introduced to the market as legal tender in 

the states without a derogation. 

a4) The regime of the currency introduced on 1st January 1999 is set out in an EU 

regulation (Regulation 1466/97), adopted by the procedure governed by Articles 103(5) 

and 189C of the Treaty on European Union. The procedure used provided for no 

authority whatever to modify the Treaty, and the object was totally different. 

Regulation 1466, in the very moment in which it availed itself of Article 103, violated 

it, by using it for improper object and purpose. 

a5) The discipline laid down in Regulation 1466 is not just but diametrically opposed 

to those of Treaty Articles 102A, 103 and 104C . It replaces an “objective” – growth 

with the characteristics and for the purposes specified in Article 2 – with an 

“outcome”, namely budgetary balance to be attained in the medium term by a specified 

route. 

a6) The modification that the Regulation introduced with respect to the Maastricht 

Treaty consisted, on the formal plane, in abrogating the right-cum-power of each 

member state to contribute to growth of the Union by its own autonomous “economic 

policies”. In its place, the Regulation puts an obligation/obligation on the member 
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state to achieve budgetary balance in the medium term and through a predetermined 

program. The drafters of these rules failed to realize the consequences that would 

follow from founding the system upon an obligation instead of a power. 

a7) By abrogating the objective of growth, Regulation 1466 actually eliminated all 

political action from the system. 

a8) The European Union has no top-level political authority, much less a political 

summit with general powers. As regards the member states, their power to contribute 

to growth with distinct economic policies has been abrogated, no political power has 

been attributed to them, least of all in the priority sphere of the economy and the 

currency. 

a9) We can detail some of the main consequences of having altered the basis of one 

of the key pillars of the system, namely the economy and the currency, switching from 

a “political power” to an “obligation/obligation”. 

a9.1) The Treaty announced (more properly, we should say “guaranteed”) to the 

member states economic growth in keeping with the dictates of Article 2 of the Treaty. 

The function of generating growth, in their own national interest and that of the 

Union, was assigned to the member states. They were to achieve this by their own, 

distinct economic policies, which the EU would simply coordinate with overall 

guidelines (Articles 102A and 103). The only instrument that the member states could 

use to generate growth would be borrowing within the limits established by Article 

104C in its final version, corresponding to the modifications, cited repeatedly above, in 

paragraph 2(a) and 2(b) of the article. 

 Regulation 1466/97 abrogated Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Treaty on European 

Union by regulating the entire matter differently or, de facto, replacing them. In this way it 

abrogated the Treaty rules designed to produce growth and envisaged no other “power” to 

do so. 

a9.2) With the elimination of the ability of the members without a derogation to effect 

autonomous economic policy choices for growth, their citizens are deprived of all 

ability to influence the economic policy decisions to whose effects they are subject. 

The cardinal principle of the European Union is democracy. No state can qualify for 

membership if its order is not democratic. With the presupposition of a complete 

system of individual rights and freedoms and adequate social protection, democracy 

consists in the power of the citizens to affect, by their votes, directly or indirectly, the 

government decisions that they will be subject to. In present circumstances, priority 

value must be attributed to economic and currency affairs. Regulation 1466 has 

abrogated the democratic regime in the entire sphere of economic policy and currency 

management.  

a9.3) The Treaties of Amsterdam (Articles 98, 99 and 104) and Lisbon (Articles 120, 

121 and 126) literally reproduce Articles 102A, 103 and 104C of the Treaty on 

European Union. They too have remained unapplied. In their place, the Union has 
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applied Regulation 1055/2005, Regulation 1175/2011, and now, finally, the Fiscal 

Compact, all patterned after Regulation 1466 but also exacerbating its rigidities. 

a9.4) The Union is liable to its member states for the damage done by the application 

of Regulation 1466/97 or any act implementing it. The heads of EU bodies and the 

functionaries who took part in adopting and/or applying them or who, having the duty 

to do so, failed to prevent their application, are liable to the union. This liability can be 

enforced directly by member states and by their citizens, singly or in groups. 

a9.5) What applies, under point a9.4) above, to EU bodies and their heads and 

employees, also applies, independently, to the heads of constitutional and 

administrative bodies of single member states who took part in the adoption of 

Regulation 1466/97 or the successor acts that also caused the abrogation or 

disapplication of the member state powers referred to in Articles 102A, 103 and 104C 

and others of the Treaty on European Union and the corresponding articles of 

subsequent treaties, or who participated in the adoption of acts constitution the 

execution and application of the Regulation and its related acts. 

a9.6) The constitutional or ordinary courts of each country will enforce the foregoing 

liabilities within their jurisdictions. 

a9.7) Insofar as Regulation 1466/97 modified/violated the Treaty on European Union 

without the power to do so (the procedure laid down in Article 103(5) and Article 

189C of that Treaty) – and the same goes for the clauses of the Amsterdam and Lisbon 

treaties corresponding to those articles – it is to be considered vitiated not by 

illegitimacy but by radical and absolute legal nullity/inexistence. This conclusion 

extends also to the acts that apply or derive from the Regulation. All the heads of 

bodies of the EU or the member states who participated in the adoption and/or 

application of the Regulation and/or its implementing acts are to be considered liable 

for the damage caused by this nullity. 

a9.8) In short, whether one follows the argument of the violation of democratic 

principles or bases one’s case on the absolute lack of power to modify the Treaty on 

European Union and its successors without recourse to amendment by a new treaty, 

one reaches the same, identical conclusion. 

B) OBSERVATIONS ON THE ECONOMIC PLANE: 

b1) Regulation 1466/97 has not produced economic growth. Objective statistics 

(Pocket World in Figures, 2013, p. 30, published by The Economist) show that the three 

largest continental economies, Italy, Germany and France, ranked among the worst-

performing economies – respectively third, tenth and fourteenth from the bottom – 

during the decade 2000-2010; no fewer than twelve European Union countries figure 

among the worst thirty-five. The same ranking for the previous decade had not a single 

European country among the worst performers. One infers that there has to be a 

“single” original cause for the  slump common to the entire euro area, that it must be 

internal to the area, and that it must have emerged around the year 2000. The only 
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factor that corresponds to these conditions is the introduction of the euro under 

Regulation 1466. 

b2) It was easy to foresee that the principle of medium-term budget balance would 

result in depression, for three separate reasons. 

b3) First, the Regulation eliminated the power to go into debt (to borrow), which the 

Treaty on European Union had maintained, albeit subject to a ceiling, as the sole, 

indispensable instrument to achieve growth. Abrogating it, the Regulation failed to put 

any other instrument or means of equivalent nature and equal effect in its place. 

b4) Second, there is no empirical experience to support the prediction of growth 

upon which the Regulation is based. There are economies that have gotten good 

results under policy guidelines based on stability, but all these precedents involve 

currencies whose management was entrusted to a political power, flanked by a central 

bank (like the Deutschemark). The “euro” would be the first (and certainly the only) 

experience of a currency whose management was governed by rigid rules, unalterable 

regardless of changes in the internal or external environment. 

b5) And finally, proper assessment of the results of the six-year period of 

convergence 1992 through 1997 would have sufficed. The precepts applied then, 

constrictive but less rigid than those of Regulation 1466/97, caused a lowering of the 

growth rates of the single member countries that was readily appreciable by 

comparison with the period immediately preceding the Treaty. 

C) FURTHER CONSEQUENCES – DAMAGES  

40. The system ruled by Regulations 1466/97, 1055/2005 and 1175/2011 eliminated the 

economic policy powers of the individual member states and did not provide for any other 

political (hence, freely decided) contribution on their part to economic growth and monetary 

management. The system was transformed into a perfect automaton. The legal provisions that 

directly or indirectly governed the conduct of the policy bodies of the Union and the 

member states were totally prescriptive in nature. Powers and/or rights were all framed as 

cases consisting in obligation/power or obligation/right. The legal source behind every 

conduct is always a “prescription”. If an error in planning is committed, the decision-making 

bodies of the Union and the member states do not have the power or the authority to 

remedy it. They cannot even refrain from the prescribed conduct when its effects are clearly 

harmful. Indeed, it is their duty to put such conduct into practice. The system protects its 

own identity. 

41. The damage provoked directly year after year by Regulation 1466/97 and its successors 

(Regulations 1055/2005 and 1175/2011) and finally by the so-called Fiscal Compact has 

itself caused additional, cumulative damage due both to the combination of each successive 

year’s damage with that of previous years and to the possible concatenation of causes at 

every level. Now, at the end of 2013, the situation is totally different from what it was in 

1999. Restoration of the original situation is out of the question. 
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42. The effects that flow from the accumulation and/or concatenation of causes include, 

notably, the production and diffusion within each state of ruins, consisting in productive 

factors destroyed or rendered totally or partly unserviceable. These “ruins” take the form of 

the jobless young,  the long-term unemployed, laid-off workers, firms going out of business, 

the destruction and dilapidation of material structures such as schools, museums, libraries, 

hospitals, research institutes, the dilapidation of the historical and artistic heritage, the 

dysfunctions of technical public services and the public administration in general. And the 

list could continue. 

43. The effects on individuals or single institutions are compounded by the collective 

effects. 

a) Confusion of ideas, a radicalization of differences, lack of mutual trust, 

intolerance, outright hatred. 

b) The lack of consensus on the existence and identity of a single, common original 

cause creates room for hope, followed by painful disillusion, hence also depression. 

c) The worst damage of all is the power vacuum. It becomes ever harder to imagine 

how this can be filled. Many expand illicitly within it. 

d) Given the automaton-like and self-protective nature of the system, to overthrow 

it or simply to change or adapt it would require another coup d’état – something to be 

avoided. Creating a new regime, as we shall see, is a delicate and complex operation. It 

cannot be left to chance. This would only compound the harm. It could bring into 

being conditions that are no longer reversible. 

e) The recurrent ideas of fiscal federalism, banking federalism and eurobonds are 

deceptive. If implemented in the absence of an equal, hence democratic power, these 

projects would simply mean the acquisition of greater power for some of the major 

countries at the expense of the minor. In the present state of confusion and broad 

disillusion, this sort of result, obtained in indirect fashion, could only do still more 

harm. 

f) In keeping with the findings of our investigation, analysis is necessarily oriented 

to the search for a political way out that can lead quickly to acceptable solutions. Speed 

is of the essence, because things could precipitate. Where total public debt in a country 

exceeds a given limit, implosion could ensue. 

g) The debt limit mentioned just now has nothing to do with GDP ratio or the 

balanced-budget principle. It is related to the annual cost of the total debt and its 

relationship with the predictable rate of GDP growth over the years immediately 

following. The limit would be reached when the effective total cost of the debt during 

the year, net of any primary budget surplus, corresponded to a growth rate that is 

utterly improbable or impossible in the absence of new and unforeseen factors. If any 

such phenomenon were not nipped in the bud, blocked at the outbreak of the very 

first symptoms, the distance to the breaking point would be reduced year by year, at an 

increasing pace, to the point of implosion. We cannot preclude the possibility that such 

a danger is already present in one or more member states. 
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h) The crucial question, inevitably, is whether or not there exists a point of no 

return. Hopefully, the issue will be the subject of far-ranging and profound reflection. 

If the hypothesis were to be confirmed, the consequences would be fundamental. 

i) The inapplicability of the balanced-budget rule – whether one derives this from 

the abrogation of the “democratic regime” or from the total lack of power consequent 

to the legal inexistence of Regulations 1466/97, 1055/2005 and 1175/2011 – leads to 

one and only one conclusion: that the norms now in force are those of the Lisbon 

Treaty, in effect from 1 December 2009, in that these are in conformity with the 

original Treaty on European Union. 

 The member states are therefore empowered to run yearly deficits of up to 3% of GDP 

and accumulate total public debt of up to 60%, and more where the extra debt is due to 

exceptional and temporary circumstances. 

 If for a member state, lacking resources as a consequence of protracted subjection to the 

balanced-budget principle, it is impossible to stimulate economic growth without contracting 

a sufficient amount of debt, then the violation of the 3% limit should be ascribed to an 

exceptional cause, namely the obligation to balance the budget, which is also a temporary 

cause in that it will vanish as soon as the depressive effects first weaken and then cease. 

j) Here, however, the looming problem of the feared breaking point comes into play. In 

this case borrowing would be advisable only if the investment resulting from the additional 

debt can produce GDP growth such as to result in a gradual reduction of the cost of the 

debt. 

 If the preconditions were lacking, or if the forecasts proved mistaken, then the 

utilization of the borrowing capacity guaranteed by the application of Article 104C, read in 

conformity with the binding contents of that article, could turn out to be a tragic irony. 

D) THE AUTOMATON – AND THE CHINK IN ITS ARMOR 

44. We have pointed out that the system created by the imposition of budgetary balance is 

an automaton and that it is self-protecting. But in the old Italian proverb, “the devil makes 

the pots but not the lids”, and we believe we have found the chink in its armor, the tool for 

legitimately forcing the cage open. After the possibility of “opting out” invented to keep the 

United Kingdom as a member, the negotiations on the text of the Treaty on European 

Union went on the divide the member states into two groups, of equal dignity: those without 

a derogation (those of the euro) and those with a derogation (those that still had their own 

currency). We have raised the question of whether a state without a derogation can transfer 

to the with-derogation group and answered it affirmatively. This implies one immediate 

consequence: namely that one “political” power for member states does exist, not perhaps 

policy power directed to growth as such but the power to recover that power. The 

individuals who make up the national communities can (must) put pressure on their 

governments, according to the specific constitutional order deriving directly or indirectly 

from their votes, to demand that the country be assigned the status of member state with a 
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derogation. This is the indispensable step towards regaining “democratic” power and 

exercising it. 

E) AND THE RETRIEVAL OF POLITICS 

45. We have found the tool. Can we use it? Powers can be fruitfully exercised only if 

objective conditions, domestic and external, allow it. For our purposes here, this condition 

for an economy, in terms of size, is represented by its ability to respond adequately to 

external impulses and pressures and its inverse capability to exert pressure to adapt the 

external environment to its own necessities. These conditions are unlikely to be realized if 

the state is small, if its economy is poor or, worse, exhausted. It would be overwhelmed by 

the volatile, potent impulses from the outside environment. Another state could gain 

economic and even political control over its weaker counterpart. 

46. What one country by itself is unable to do could be within the grasp of a number of 

states that decided to act as a group. Several states in concert could request transfer to the 

with-derogation regime. They could agree to create a common currency and also a common 

political power to manage it. This new currency would circulate within the single market in 

the same fashion as those of the present states with a derogation. 

 What is the minimum adequate size of these combined economies to be able to safely 

confront the other currencies within the European Union and above all the massive 

movements of the world market? The decisions to be taken are political. No one can take 

over the powers of decision of the national communities and the governments of the single 

member states. But some statistical data may be helpful. We set out two hypotheses, not 

purely abstract ones. 

47. The aggregation of four Mediterranean states including Italy would produce a 

population of 127 million and GDP of $3,998 billion. This entity would be tenth in the 

world in population and fourth in GDP, behind the United States, China and Japan. 

48. Adding France would bring the total population to 189 million and GDP to $6,558 

billion. This would be sixth in population and second in GDP, behind the United States but 

ahead of China, Japan and Germany. 

 These results, especially the latter, are enticing indeed. 

49. If all the euro-area countries together were to request with-derogation status, we would 

have a population of 328 million and GDP of $12,076 billion: third in population and again 

second, but just behind the US, in GDP. 

F) EUROPE AND THE WORLD 

50. Now one final, general consideration, in connection with the position set out at the 

beginning, bearing on Europe and the world. An error, perhaps not exactly pardonable, was 

made in 1991. It was repeated, in aggravated form, in 1999. A third repetition would be truly 
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unforgiveable. It could jeopardize Europe’s future for what could prove to be an extremely 

long time to come. 

 In 1991 the formation of the extensive economic area of Europe thanks to the Single 

European Act was at an advanced state of realization. The Treaty on European Union, 

enshrining the principle of opening of external frontiers and the universal reduction of 

customs duties, lent impetus to the unchaining of forces operating at world level whose 

pressure was already perceptible.  

 The conclusion of the Uruguay Round and the institution of the WTO, events in which 

the EU played a leading role, completed the work of unleashing the engine of world 

economic activity in the decades to follow. Unaware of the changes that it was helping to 

bring about, the EU, with the Treaty, began to move in what was actually the opposite 

direction. It set the objective of creating a currency to be managed not by a political 

authority, as in all the countries of the world, but instead governed by a set of abstract, 

immutable, rigid rules. 

 In 1999 a thorough examination of the statistics available would have been enough to 

grasp the new reality. The volume of the worldwide flows of trade and finance was at a peak, 

larger, faster and more volatile than ever imagined. Europe, instead, was going the other way. 

It assigned the management of its economy to a highly constrictive set of norms that 

brought rigidity instead of flexibility. 

The depressive effects that have emerged in the years since have been severe, embracing the 

euro area with side effects throughout the Union.  

At global level, Europe’s demonstrable, recognized role is that of purchaser of goods and 

services, especially from the two largest economies, the United States and China, with 

implications spreading to other economies from which Europe is also a direct importer. If 

the European slump were to continue or worsen, the upshot would be an alteration of the 

world’s political and economic “governance”.  

In fact, what is at stake here is precisely global political and economic governance. The 

principal forces operating around the world are autonomous, some of them extremely 

powerful even on a standalone basis. In fundamental respects their activities escape the 

supervision and the control of governments, including those of the largest states, both 

individually and as a system. Illicit forces, whose power is based on violence, infiltrate the 

financial system and even the nerve-centers of national states. The system of national states, 

each controlling a part of the Earth’s territory and together covering the entire globe, serves 

the purpose of countering the force of economic flows with their enormous volumes, 

extreme variability and hence unpredictability. The main national powers have grown in size, 

and so have a good number of other countries. 

 At present the global political system hinges on a duopoly, the United States and China. 

Economic dominance has shifted gradually from the North Atlantic area to the South 

Atlantic and the Pacific and Indian oceans. Within the duopoly the role of the United States 

could diminish in importance. One senses the importance of a crucial missing link: Europe. 
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51. The world is a unified, interconnected system. What happens in one region or economic 

sector is reflected in all the others. The political role of Europe having been annulled, its 

economic role has been reduced to that of principal “purchaser”. Hence the inadequacy of 

global political governance, which in turn affects economic relations. At the global level 

there is no certainty of obtaining the sort of sustained, harmonious, balanced growth that 

Europe proposed but has failed to achieve. Cracks in the edifice are beginning to show. The 

seas, formerly calm, or rough – even very rough – could suddenly, on the heels of a typhoon 

or an earthquake, swell to tsunami proportions. 

 It is urgent to strengthen the world’s political governance as a counterweight to the 

excessive pressures from the economy. In these circumstances “political action” – not only 

in the management of the currency but in that of the entire system – cannot be considered 

an “optional” for Europe. But we must not delude ourselves. Europe cannot recover its 

mission in the world unless it attains a size and a configuration adequate to the task. The 

“solution” is the transformation of the entire European Union into a political entity. But the 

time factor has to be taken into account. As we have said and repeated, time is of the 

essence. If the citizens of Germany were truly convinced of the desirability of integration 

their national identity into another, higher one – that of Europe – the result would be at 

hand. This political entity would be immediately joined by all or nearly all the countries of 

the euro area, and even of the entire European Union. If the citizens of Germany are not 

prepared for this step, a grouping of the other main continental countries including France 

(which could and should take responsibility for external relations) would bring us close to 

the goal. 

Is it too great a stretch of the imagination to think that Italy could initiate an aggregation that 

would be then joined by France, which would lead it in the subsequent stages? “Power to the 

imagination” – l’imagination au pouvoir: Has this not been the slogan of several generations? 

“Imagination” is the source of all scientific discoveries and all inventions, from the greatest 

to the smallest, and of all historic events. Imagination stimulates. Results are obtained when 

the right paths are traced and followed. The paths cannot be invented. If the objective is 

new, finding them demands study and more study. 

52. One practical suggestion, if I may be permitted, is that we begin to think about and 

discuss the constitutional organization of a united Europe. In the early 1940s Italians 

debated the proper post-Fascist institutions. The Federalist is perhaps the greatest example of 

political analysis of the present and future conditions from which to deduce the techniques 

for governing the great new federal state, an institution that would be unprecedented also in 

its dimensions. 

 Europeans came to their date with destiny in 1991 totally unprepared on these matters. 

Yet the solution could be less difficult that we think. For thousands of years Europe – all of 

Europe – was the reign of autonomous local powers. Once the central architecture has been 

designed, the need is to set quantitative limits within which local powers, in compliance with 

the general principles, can decide independently on the forms and levels of their own 

entities. 
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 Let imagination begin to be exercised! 

 

Rome, 21 October 2013 
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